Tenure at Colby.Are we on the right track? See page 6,
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State liquor inspector Jim Lyman
paid a surprise visit to Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger last
Thursday. He said he was here to
investigate Colby'sguest list system
at parties.
But, after sending Colb y
administrators into a flurry, on
Tuesday he called to say that the
guest list system was acceptable as
long as no money was collected at
the door.
The investigation was sparked
by Keith Dupuis'fall from a Student
Center window on Sept. 28,
according to Director of Safety and
Security Mark Van Valkenburgh.
After the Waterville police reported
the accident to Lyman, he "was
required to investigate," said Van
Valkenburgh.
\
Lyman "interviewed [Dupuis]
and found areas of alcohol practice
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Liquor inspector visits Colby
By Lori Wright
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that should be brought into overtime on a holiday.
"I wanted the committee to hear
question," said Van Valkenburgh.
[the
scheduled
to
meet
possible change of party
it
Lyman was
with the Student Affairs Committee procedure]from the horse'smouth,"
said Seitzinger.
While Lyman was looking into
the guest list systembecau seit meant
the possible illegal sale of alcohol,
Seitzinger said she felt comfortable
with the procedure.
"I'm under the belief it'sa proper
way to do parties," she said.
Otherwise, she said, "we would
have to scrap the the guest list
system" and resort to a cash bar at
parties.
Regarding the liquor inspector's
decision to let Colby continue with
its guest list procedure, Van
said "yesterday he's
Valkenburgh
file photo
T . ~ .. ¦
r
telling us one thing, today he's
famce Seitzinger
'
telling us another...we're sitting
on Monday ni ght to discuss Colby's here, and we don't know what to
party procedure, but at the last do."
"I probably got three more grey
minute he was unable to come.
said Seitzinger, r elieved tha t
hairs,"
Both Seitzinger and Van
Valkenbur gh believed that Lyman's Lyma n decided t o hold off on the
supervisor did not want to pay him investigation^

Chaffee suspended

one female student Who wishes to
remain anonymous "He lilts on
variouswomen and doesn't know
On Nov, 7 Matt Chaffee *93 was how to tab*ag for ait answer,"
In a Dean'sbearing, the J-board
indefinitely suspended for verbal
sexual abuse, physical assault of chief justices arealtowedtoquestion
fellow students, sexual assault of the accused, but they do not take
fellow students, and threatening partirt the decision making process.
Deans Victoria Hershey, Mark
fellow students.
The charges were
Serdjenian and Paul
brought before a
Johnstondecidedthe
case while Justices
Dean'shearing rather
than the Student
"Rich 8usnack'9l and
Judiciary Board at the
Susanna LaPrad'e'91
request of
observed.
the
Rusnacksaid that
plaintiffs.
he
believed
C h a f f e r 's
¦defendants would
roommate
also
testified against him
benefit from a. J~
board hearingwhere
the
hearing.
in
Matt
Chaffee
students
make
The sanctions
imposed oa Cha ffee include decisions-"not behind closed doors
immediate &nd
indefinite where it's in the administration's
suspension and required alcohol hands."
He said that "Sometimes a
and relationship counseling. In
addition, Chaffee will be put on student [on J-board] can ask a
permanent disciplinary probation question that the Deans would not
should he return to Colby.
think of, or correctlyinterpret what
"He (Chaffee] needs help/ said a student is ttying to say/'Q
By Ginny Morrison
STAFFWRUm

Survey uncovers academic dishonesty
as

a/
degree
of
competitiveness
that
there
is
a
high
that
she
has
never had a serious problem with
who declared they cheat often, and the 32
her
classmates
to
do
well.
among
students
cheating.
By Aly ssa Schwenk
percent who said they cheat very seldom.
"It's so frustrating. I had one friend who
"I'veseen students'eyes wander.If they're
Thirty-one of the 101 students surveyed
and Amy Alderson
aware that I'm aware, then they stop it."
also felt that six to ten percent of their
STAF F WRITERS
She said that since learning in math is
classmates cheated, 26 felt that one to five
so
frustrating.
I
had
one
"It's
cumulative,
as it is in many subjects, it i s
percent
percent cheat,and ten felt that over 50
difficult
to
cheat
on one exam and expect to
friend who never went to class
TheRutger'sCheatingSurveywasrecently cheated.
do
well
on
the
next.
Junior Beth Grohs became frustrated about
issued to Colby juni ors and seniors to get
and would just photo-copy the
"I wish that we could all learn without
student-cheating
the day the survey came
their point of view on plagiarism, cheating,
lecture
notes
to
study
from
the
tests,"
she said. "Learning for the sake of
out.
and other forms of academic dishonesty. The
learning
is a beautiful idea . However, it i s th e
ni
ht
before
the
test.
What
"1
filled
out
the
survey
and
said
'no'
to
a
g
results were handed into Dean of the College
tests
which
force self-disci pline."
Earl Smith's office, where they are now on question on whether or not I had ever seen
would happen if Colby had an
someone cheating at Colby. Later that day, I
file.
honor code?"
witnessed
a classmate cheating," she said.
Of the 101 students who returned the
-Beth Grohs '92
Grohsis a pre-med student with a major in
survey,47 percent said they seldom cheat on
^
biology
and
a
minor
in
chemistry.
She
said
exams and tests, as opposed to the 20 percent
never went to class and would just photocopy the lecture notes to study from the ni ght
before the test. What would happen if Colby
had an honor code?"
One factor that may lead to cheating, is the
pressure to achieve good grades. Fifty-three
percent of Colby students surveyed felt that
this pressure to do well was very hi g h.
Professor Yeager Hudson of the Philosophy
Department, who has been teaching here 31
years, feels that this statistic is accurate.
"I think the pressure is hi gh. There arc Dean Earl Smith's office
pitoto by Sarah Pohl
other places where it's higher, but Colby is houses cheating surveys.
right up there," Hudson said. "There's
pressure on students to achieve well, but
First-yearstudent Jono Med wed said, "I'm
there's a great pressure on faculty to achieve completel y against cheating. In an
well too. I've had a few cases of [students'] environment like this, there is no room for it.
plagiarism over the years. [But] it's actually If you're in college it's because you want to be
quite rare."
here. Therefore, you should do the work
When faced with a case of plagiarism, honestly because you came here to learn."
Hudson said he calls the student into his
If a student is caught cheating or
office and points out the problem. He finds plagiarizing, college policy dictates that he or
that usually the student has used a resource she may be dismissed from the course with an
or idea without documenting it. In one or two F, and may also be suspended or expelled . A
cases he has flunked the stu dent, for the work, report is sent to the Dean of Students, a copy
but has not found it necessary to fail a student of which remains in the student 's file.
for the class.
Some students are willing to risk this.
Mathematics
Professor
Carol
Bassett
who
"You do what you have to in order to get by,"
These men are carrying their dummy rifles , but on Veteran 's Day, some members of tlie Colby
has been teaching at Colby since 1974, said said one student. ?
Military Affairs Club donned dress uniform for a vigil commemorating the war dead. In addition ,
they placed wreathes on tlie war memorials.

In uniform

By HilaryRobbins

News and Features
§ News Briefs
Computer Committee sets
goals

The Computing Committee,which was formed to advise
the administration about all computer-related subjects, has
set goals for Colby's computer systems over the next five
years.
Committee Chair Dale Skrien said in his UNIX note
"Hardware and Software Goals," computers must be easily
available in the classrooms, residence halls, and all faculty
offices. In addition,there should be "a well-stocked software
lending library," and all faculty should have access to the
software necessary to "their teaching, research, and other
college activities."
David HansonofComputerServicesaskedthatallstudents
and faculty be required to have certain practical skills, from
UNIXto HyperCard familiarity. (Z.G.) .

Bush negged

Colbyseniors voted to withdrawtheirrequestforPresident
George Bush to speak at commencement. The request was
withdrawn because Bush could not respond until March,
leaving little time to find a replacement if he said no, said
Deanne Newton, senior class vice-president.
Now the senior class is trying to get David Letterman to
speak at commencement, said Newton. "We'll probably wait
until spring to announce it [the speaker]," said Newton.
(R.F.)

Professor awarded

Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology Cheryl
Townsend Gilkes was honored on Oct. 26, when she received
the Loyola-Mellon Social Science Award from Loyola
University in Chicago, 111. The University gives out several
divisional awards each year, and one of the criteria is having
written a publication that has been read in inter-disciplinary
ways. Gilkes'article entitled,
"Building in Many Places:
Multiple Commitments and
Ideologies in Black Women's
Community Work," was
published in the book
Women and the Politics of
Empowerment:Perspectives
from Communities and
Workplaces..Her article was
honored for its contributions
to the fields of sociology,
reli gion, feminist thought ,
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes
and political science.
The award she received was a plaque and a luncheon
given in her honor. Gilkes gave a lecture to the university
community entitled "W.E.B. DuBois, African-American
Women, and the Science of Social Change." (B.C.)

Wonder Years may feature No fake I.D.s at the Spa
. Anyone wanting to buy a beer at the Spa is now required
Colby sweatshirt
to present a Maine State I.D. The Spa should only have been
accepting state I.D.s from the beginning of the year, but has
been "wishy-washy," said Director of Dining Services Mary
Attenweiler. The new system is following the example of
bars in town, which are now only accepting state I.D.s
becauseof a new law which puts liability into the hands of the
bartender. 'The manager has run into two fake I.D.s this
semester, which made me realize that I needed to tighten
things up," said Attenweiler. (A.K.)

Gehrke leaving

A modern Colby sweatshirt
Dan Lauria,the actor who plays the father on The Wonder
Years, has offered to wear a Colby sweatshirt on the show if
one canbe found from the late 1950s or early 1960s. So far, no
one has found a sweatshirt from the appropriate time period .
If anyonehas a suitable sweatshirt, they should contact Dean
of the College Earl Smith. (D.H.)

Stamps in Student Center

A new stamp machine has been operating in the FishbOwl
of the Student Center since Nov. 7.
According
to Ken Gagnon,
Director of Administrative
Services, the
purpose of the
machine is to
ease lines at the
Post Office. The
Post Office will
still sell stamps
since the machine only sells The new stamp machine
a few kinds,but
Gagnon hopes that most people will buy stamps from the
machine so the the Post Office can provide other services.
The machine sells single $.25 and $.15 stamps as well as
four $.25 stamps and booklets of 12stamps.The machine also
gives change. Gagnon said that the College would have
preferred a smaller machine,but had to settle for the standard
machine provided by the Post Office. (D.H.)

Condom jewelry for the
holidays

If you missed the sale of condom jewelry at the Student
Center, don't worry. Because the sale was such a success,the
AIDS task force is planning to make more jewelry and sell it
again, hopefully in time for a "Holiday Happening" in Dana
next month.
Accordingto Anne Bowie'92,they sold 17pairs of earrings
and 12 pins,mostly to women, leaving only 4 pins unsold . "I
was really pleased," said Bowie. "It was an experiment. I had
no idea if people would actually buy them."She also said that
although they did make some money from the sale, the
important point is that the response was good, people are
getting condoms out in the open, and people are supporting
the AIDS task force. (E.G.)

Students behave themselves Wish we were there...
There'sbeenanuncommonlackof Judicial Board hearings

.
this semester compared with other semesters. "There have
been many offenders with open containers or illegal parties,
but they either receive
warnings or small
fines," said Mark
Serdjenian, associate
dean of students.
Only three cases
this year, all of them
The Edie Brickell and New Bohemians concert is coming private,have deserved
up this Saturday ni ght, and students might expect that Stu- formal hearings. Each
A will make a lot of money off of it - or, at least, that Brickell week the justices
will. Not so,according to Patty Masters '91 Stu-A social chair. determine
case
In fact, Colby almost lost money on the concert.
eligibility based on
The ori ginal contract sent to Stu-A by Brickell stated that hallstaff and Safety
she was to receive 85 percent of the gross revenue. Masters and Security reports,
changed the wording to read that she would receive 85
but not many cases
percent of the net profit, and even that isn't expected to be have been serious
photo by Katherine Uordwell
large. "My real goal," said Masters,"is to entertain the Colby enough to go before
Chief
-justice
Rich
Rusnack
Jstudents and hopefully break even financially ."(E.G.)
Board . "The students have just been good this year," said
Rich Rusnack '91, chief justice. (R.M.)

Edie gets net, not gross profi t

Gretchen Gehrke,physician assistant at the Health Center,
will leaveColby at the end of the semester to attend graduate
school. She was filling out applications last week and did not
name any of her
possible destinations,
but said she plans
further study in
exercise physiology.
"There are a lot of
students at Colby that
I care a lot about,"said
Gehrke.
Dr. H. Alan Hume,
medical director of the
Health Center,said he
wants to find a
replacement
for
Gehrke as soon as
possible. (D.H.H.)
Gretchen Gehrke photo by Cathy Hugo

Kerry Scott '94, enjoyed her time in Fort Lauderd ale after
winning the grand prize at last Friday's Suitcase Party in the
Student Center.
"I didn't even plan to go to the party," she stated. "I was
very tired; I had just gone to dance."
She was wisked away in the early hours of Saturday
morning by Stu-A President Shawn Crowley and Director of
Student Activities Tullio Niemanalong with other tri p winners
Matt Greenlaw '91,and Robin Thibeault '91, to meet a friend
fro m home at Logan Airport.
In a phone interview from her suite in Florida, Scott
reports that she is sunburned, relaxed and very happy that
she went to the party.
"We have a great room,have met fun people here,and are
thouroughly enjoying ourselves."
Not bad.for attending what she thought was just another
Friday night Student Center party! (E.G.)

Flasher nearly
exposed
By Kebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER
In the past month, four Colby
females have been subject to the
indecent exposure of one
unidentified male on the 3 and 5mile loops. His luck may change
soon.
The Waterville police have
received four separate complaints,
enough for them to narrow the
investigation down to one possible
perpetrator. However, no one has
been charged yet. The case still
requires more leg work.
Director of Safety and Security
Mark Van Valkenburgh hopes this
suspect is the same assailant of the
last two years.
"We haven't been able to catch
this guy before, but this could be
the year. People should look out for
a blue Ford Taurus in the
surrounding nei ghborhoods
outside Colby and Oakland."
"It's taken us over two weeks
just to contact all four victims for
statements," said Patrolman Jim
Robertson. "When information

keeps coming in by piecemeal, it's
hard to collaborate all the times,
dates and sightings for positive
identification."
The police must give the
identif ying information to the
Waterville District Attorney, who
will decide the plan of action. The
town of Oakland must agree to the
plan since one of the sightings took
place in their area. Once this legal
work is complete/ the police can
arrest a suspect.
Both Colby Security and the
Waterville Police patrol the 3-and
5-mile loops daily, but Robertson
realizes that this is not enough.
"All j oggers should run in pairs
- never alone - and always in
daylight," said Robertson. "Carry
aballpointclippen insideyour shirt.
Make sure the pen writes before
you leave campus and keep it
tucked warmly next to your skin. If
you see any suspicious vehicles,
use the pen to write the registration
number, make, and color on your
hand. The pen will serve as a handy
weapon if anyone assaults you. As
soon as you return to campus notif y
Safety and Security." ?

Stu-Ads funds criteria outlined
businesses to advertise on
Colby publications and
STAFF WRITER
leaflets in order to raise
additional funding for
To receive funding
student-run clubs.
through StuAds, clubs
"I want ittobea separate
must
have
an
organization [from Student
unanticipated expense, be
Activities] the first few
a new group in need of seed
years,"said Gagnon. "Once
money, or be a group not
it
starts
growing,
funded in the past which
presumably revenues will
can now be compensated.,
start growing."
according to Ken Gagnon,
* Another issue raised
director administrative
at the meeting was club
services.
sports funding. Student
Gagnon issued the
Association President
criteria at last Wednesday's
Shawn Crowley said he
Echo
file
photo
Ken Gagnon
Presidents'
Council
would talk to the College's
meeting. They were directed at this summer by Gagnon and Matt treasurer about raising fund s for
groups that are either extremel y Dumas '91, is an additional source the clubs suffering from lack of
short onfundingorhave no funding of funding for Student Activities. money. Lately he said, fundraising
at all.
Gagnon and Dumas convinced a for clubs has been focusing on
StuAds,an organization begun large number of Waterville area raising money to pay for parties. Q

By David Holtzman

Dumas put on probation
By Xachary Geisz
STAFF WRITER
".Matt Dumas'91 wasplacedon
disciplinary probation through
May 1$£] for Ms actions at the
FossHaftio ween Party; Dumaswas
formally charged with verbal
abttse of a fellow student,

Curriculum changes proposed
By Ryan Feely
STAFF WRITER
The Curriculum Committee
released a memo on Oct. 17 to all
faculty suggesting changes in six
areas of Colby 's curriculum.
According to Dean of Faculty
Robert McArthur, the memo
presented suggestions to the Colby
faculty, asking for any comments
or ideas.
The proposals include possible
first-year colloquia, which are
discussion panels similar to the
f ormer freshman seminars.
Approximately 40-50 sections of
colloquia would be offered each
year. The colloquia would be
organized at a two day faculty
retrea t in June.
Anoth er suggestion was to
require courses in the humani ties,
social sciences,an d na t ural sciences
tha t would raise "brOad questions
common throughout the division."
These courses would d iffer from
t he
curren t
d istri b u t ion

requirements as they would consist alternative was changing to a three
of onebroad overview course which term calendar consisting of 10 or 11
all students would take. This idea week trimesters following the
was suggested with an alternate models of colleges such as
proposal of a set of courses in each Dartmouth and Stanford .
Assistant Professor of Religion
academic division.
Debra Campbell, who is a member
Also suggested , was a series of
of the committee, said that the
courses dealing with the issue of
diversity, specificall y, race, class, committee will be "following up
the memo by visiting different
gender, and American culture.
Required independent projects departments to ask for feedback.
Ri ght now, it's too soon to tell"
for
seniors was
another
recommendation. These projects what the chances are for approval,
woul d vary from senio r sem i nar she said.
According to McArthur, these
reports to independent studies.
The memo also suggested suggestionscannot be implemented
requiring students to study abroad. without approval from the
No proposals were made in this Educational Policy Committee. If
¦
these changes are approved , t hey
area, but the committee requested
will "probably take effect with the
faculty suggestions.
The memo's final section dealt n ext en tering class," he said.
The committee is made up of
wi t h restruc t ur ing t h e acad emic
Associate Dean of
McArthur,
calendar.
MargritLichterfeld
Thomas
One proposal was to make the Facul ty
Jan Plan "an intensely intellectual and representatives from the three
period" by including some of the academic di vi sion s of human it ies,
colloqu ia, senior projects, and core • na tural sciences and social
division courses. Another sciencesO

endouragingothei^to fail to comply
with.security,.andfailure tp comply
with security*
At a closed Judicial Board
hearing on Nov.11, Dumas was
found guilty on all chargesbut the
last , In addition,to his disciplinary
probation, Dumas must write a
letter of apology to the Security

officers and has been "urged" to
attend Women'sGroup Meetings
or seek counseling, according to
Associate Deanof Students Mark
Serdj enianv
Dumas offered no comment
except that the hearing "was
chosen.by myself and allpartiesto
be a closed hearing"Q

1 OFF THE HILL
By Jessica D'Ercole
STAFF WRITER

Bates

Lewiston, ME- J ohn Anderson, who was the Independent Party
candidate for Presidentin 1980, addressed students in the Bates archives.
His address was followed by a chapel service in different languages
and religious traditions to pray for peace in the Middle East.

Hamilton
Clinton, NY- A rally for racial awareness was recentl y sparked a t
Hamilton in response to vandalization of a portrait of Joseph Spurlar ke,
the first African-America n student to graduate from the college. The
vandals stuck a sanitary napkin with the words "lick me" to the portrait
where it hung in the "all-night" reading room of the library. Members
of the Black and Latin Student Union (BLSU) held a protest march to
express widespread student disapprova l of the incident.
In response the college may institute an academic requirement
dealing with diversity and social relations issues. So far, no suspects
have been identified .

Amherst

Amherst, MA-Students and faculty have recently gathered together
to protest U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf. They are still a nonassociated group without an official name, but all members are
un comfortable with the current offensive position of the U.S.
At Homecom i ng last weeken d, 50 students marched onto the
football field where they formed a circle, chant i ng "No more war. We
want p eace. No more war in the Middle East!" Encouragi ng anyon e
fr om t h e st ands t o join them , they were j oine d by an average of 100
students and alumni who held hands and entered the chorus.
The group is continuing to meet in order to oppose military
involvement in the Middle East. A hunger strike is a possibility.

Dartmouth

Hanover , NH- A recent candlelight vigil and demonstration in
support of the gay an d lesbian community occurred on the'Dar t m outh
campus. Three hun dred students participated in the event in response
to a series of derogatory computer messages that wero sent to many
homosexual students. Panarchy, a group o f hom osexual st u de n t s
living together, filed complain ts with the Dea n of Students regarding
th ese affronts. Disci plinary action will ensue once the suspects have
been identified .

Peer health group s plan for winter
By Heath er Booth e
STAFF WRITER

Today, for the Great American
Smoke-Out, the Peer Health
Facilitators subcommittee on stress
has organized events to help Colby
students quit smoking.Tables of
cold turkey sandwiches, in the
dining h all du r in g lunch, a large
ashtray in the middle of campus,
and a machine which measures a
person's carbon dioxide output are
among the p lanned events.
Information tables will also be set
up in the Student Center and in
dining halls.
"Studies have shown that the
most effective college health
education is peer health," sa id
Physician's Assistant Gretchen
Gehrke,who facilitated the creation
of the Peer Health Facilitators. The
group, originally a student idea,

Another subgroup, the studentnow consists of six subgroups.
"I can reflect on my Colby run SHARE (Sexual Health And
experience," said Gehrke about the Reproductive Education) program,
problems many of the facilitators has been created in conjunction with
confront. "I was a Colby student.
Some of [the problems they deal
with] really hit home. I remember
being concerned about drunken
friends during Jan Plans, suicide
attempts, date rapes, unprotected
sex, and I remember people
interested inhelpingbutnot always
knowing how.
The stress sub-committee has
two events planned. The first will
be Dec. 3 in the Dana dining hall,
Echo file photo
duringwhen a comedian will be Dr. Susan Cochran
brought in for a stress relief study
break. Students will be able to relax the program at the Health Center.
for an hour, laugh a little , and eat The Health Center 's SHARE
healthy snacks.
program is primarily clinical,
The second event, still in the providing routine medical exams,
planning stages,willbea workshop treatment, and education for men
on stress reduction,which will teach and women.
relaxation techniques.
"Something is going to get done

on campus, and I'm hoping to use
the students," said Susan Cochran,
the Health Center physician who is
helping to guide the group. "But
I'm hoping that they'll t ake the lead
on the planning and the ideas will
come from them."
The SHARE sub-committee also
wants to be involved in educating
students about date rape, sexually
transmitted diseases , and making
appropriate decisions about sex.
They are hoping to do this by
showing videos in residence halls
followed by discussions led by the
Peer Health Facilitators.
"I think that the most effective
education is via discussion between
students," said Cochran. "But th e
students will needto be trained in
order to facilitate the discussions
properly."
The substance abuse subcommittee is currently working on
bringing education to the campus

about the medical dangers ofalcohol. It also wants to bring
attention to some substance abuse
problems which have not yet been
addressed on campus, such as
women and alcoholism, and
dysfunctional families and
alcoholism.
The Eating Disorders subcommittee is working to educate
people about the cause and effects
of eating disorders and the available
alternatives. Currently they are
working to'create a support group
on campus. Later in the year they
may have a wellness week to
celebrate people accepting
themselves the way they are. Two
members of the sub-committee
attended a conference in Bangor on
eating disorders.
PeerHealth Facilitatormeetings,
which are held in the Presidential
Dining Room in Dana at 7:30 a.m.
on Tuesdays,are open to everyone.

pressure off the students working
at WMHB," Nieman said.
Until last week , neither Nieman
nor the st u dent activitie s of f icer s
ha d been awa re th a t th e Student
Activities office might possess the
records. Nieman said WMHB
General Manager Craig Damrauer
'92 and Assistant General Manager
Jason Goldberger'93 informed him
that his office kept that station's
record s until this fall.
"I just wish that [Damrauer and
Goldberger] had told us this
before," he said. He received some
record s from WMHB on Oct. 15,
which onl y covered the period since
the beginning of the new school
year.
Damrauer said there was no
recording-keeping at all at the
station until this semester.
Bruce Fowler,one of the station s
two community board members,
has some of the station's tax record s,
Nieman said. He is the only person
whodefinitelyhasany records from
before this year, said Nieman.
Nieman said there is a ga p in the
station's record-keeping between
when Farkas left and his arrival this
summer.
"Until this year there were
essentially non-stringent rules on
spending money," said Damrauer.
"Now everything 's sort of
collapsingbecausethey [the Student
Association!didn 'tknowabout that
and areexpectingus to turn record s
in. I know there are no records at
the station."
Crowley said Nieman visited a
meeting at the station during the
summer and witnessed financial
dccisionsbcingmadesolelyby nonstudent members. They were
decidinghow to spend tho College's
funding.
Damrauer said this mecting did
take place, but no decisions were
madebecauseof the intervention of
Farkas and Todd Blake, last year's
assistant director of student
activities.
"They attended meetings as
advisors," he said. "A decision came
up involving the bud get and Todd
said , 'No, wc can 't make one
without students present.' So we
didn 't."
Crowley said one aspect of
WMHB' s financial records that is
being examined is payroll. The
Student Association is uncertain
whether anyone at the station has

ever worked there for pay.
Nieman said he doubted there
has been any mismanagement of
the station's records. But there will
be n o cert aintie s until mor e of the
records are uncovered . Many of
them may be on a computer disk in.
the Student Activities office.
Nieman said he will know more
about that after he speaks with
Farkas.
The Council also discussed the
issue of WMHB' s alternative
format , with many members
passing on messages from
disgruntled students who want to
hear moremainstreammusicaswell
as other forms of programming.
The additional problem of how
to deal with the growing
community presence at WMHB was
brought up as well. Some Council
members noted there is a conflict
between the music the community
wants to hear and what Colby
wishes to hear.
"The concern is that it 's
becoming too much of acommunity
thing and not enough of a Colby
radio station," said Katie Kaliff ,
Student Association vice-president.
"The definition of alternative is
very ambiguous,"Crowley. "Theirs
is diversity, stuff people wouldn't
listen to regularly."
Jamie Gruener '91, program
director, said that the station's
periphery extends far beyond
Colby's borders, something many
student s forget.
Gruener also responded to the
suggestion that WMHB has too little
non-musical
programming,
pointing to last weekend' s
broadcast of the football game. He
said students are upset with the
station's lack of such programs
probably did not bother to tune in
to the station.
Two possible routes can be taken
b y WMHB at this time , said
Crowley. There will cither be a
continuation of funding from
Studen t Activities based on therules
set forclubs, ora gradual phase-out
period which will end with
independence for the station.
"That's the path the Echo took
last year," Crowley said, speaking
of the latter plan. The Echo 's plan
calls for a complete phasing out of
the College fundin g within five
years. "It's a perfect model for
something like the station 's
budget." ?

Presidents' council questions WMHB's finances
By Dave H oltzman
STAFF WR ITER

WMHB, St u den t Activiti es, and
the Student Association have not
been communicating very well
about the radio station 's bud getary
records. Ri ght now,no one is certain

where the records are.
The problem was brought.to
light by Shawn Crowley '91,Student
Association president , a t the
President's Council meeting last
Wednesday. He said most of the
station's bud getary records are
missing, and those that have been
found are incomplete.
But, Tullio Nieman, director of
student activities, found out last

week that his office had in fact been
keeping the station's records - he
just isn't sure where they are.
Nieman said John Farkas, last
year's dir ector of stude n t activiti es,
may know where the missing
records can be located. He is
contacting Farkas this week.
"I hope this [finding out that the
st u de n t activitie s offic e does have
the records! will take some of the

Gerh ardt speaks on Germany
By Nicole Letendre
CONTRIBtmNG WRITER
Dr. Walter Gerhard t, the
Consulate General in Boston from
the Federal Republic of Germany,
addressed the topic of "United
Problems
and
Germ any;
Perspectives" in a panel discussion
at the Heights Community Room
on M onday evening* The other
panelists were Professors Ken
Rodman and Chip Hauss of the
government department
Dr> Gerhardt, whose son Frank
'94 attends Colby,summarized the
unexpected fall of tho Berlin Wall
and thefollowing events that led to
the reunification of Germany,
Under Germany's Reunification
Treaty, the five eastern Federa l
states have been restored to their
pre-war boundaries. Now the
former East Germans h ave become

what Dr, Gerhardt called
"hedottisticany-oriented," The
challenge for Germany, he said, is
to unite the economies and to
improve the standard of Jiving in.
the east.
Gerhardt stressed thatGermany
must nowdeal with its owninternal
challenges; while at the same time
assur ing it s neighbors tha t a un ked
Germany will not pose a threat to
European and world security.
Privirization of the formerly public
EastGerman ind ustries,rebuilding
the eastern infrastructures, and
dea ling with their JOng-ncglcCted
environmental problems wiH cost
the united Germany approximately
one to two trillion Deutschmarks
($0,7 to 13 tr
illion dollars) within
the next ten years, Cerhardt said*
Hauss added to Dr-Gerhardt's
speech by outlining major points
that lie within the German "crisis,"
which include both danger and
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opportunity, Although he believes
that we must not ignore thedangers,
Hauss optimistically stated, with
his pieceOf the Berlin Wall inhand,
that the reunification, of Germany
signifiesthat wehave"grownupas
a species/'
Rodman stressed the rapidity
with which theseeventshave been
occurringtmd that he,asa professor
of International Relations, is often
"overtaken by events" and must
continually update the content of
the material ho teaches.
The panelists' remark s were
f ollowed by a question and answer
period. There was a discussion of
the current political parties and
powersin Germany,the importance
of Chancellor Kohl and Mikael
Gorbachev in influencing these
events, and the initiatives they are
taking to form a healthy economy
and World environment f ox th*
United Ccrmany, Q
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FOCUS2 Tenure at Colby
Tenure system explained
By Craig Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR
There are currently five Colby
Professors waiting until December
to learn whether or not they have
been recommended for tenure. They
are Philosophy and Reli giOn
Professor Dan Cohen; Chemistry
Professor Dan Libby;Japanese and
East - Asia Studies Professor Tamae
Prindle;andGovernment Professors
Kenneth Rodman, and Beverl y
Hawk.
Although many factors
ultimately play a role in
determining which faculty
members will receive tenure at
Colby, "[the candidate's quality of]
teaching is always of first and
foremost importance," said Dean
of Faculty Robert McArthur, who
serves as Chair of the Committee
on Promotion and Tenure.
Next in line of importance,
according to McArthur, comes the
scholarship, including research and
publishing, and service to Colby.
Service includes the candidates'
contributions to departmental
programs, as well as how much
input they give to developing new
courses.
Since no final decisionson tenure
are made until the candidate's sixth
year of teaching, all candidates are
considered to be on a "probationary
period" until they reach their sixth
year. However, a candidate may
request to come up for tenure earlier
than his or her contract stipulates.
Moreover, the maximum number
of years a professor can remain at
the College without receiving
tenure is seven.
Candidates fora tenure position
must undergo a "sixth semester
review,"which constitutes thehalfway point in the tenure track
position. According to McArthur,
the purpose of this review "is to see

how things are going. It's basically
a pre-tenure review."
During this review, candidates
are given suggestions for
improvement, and their prospects
for tenure are also reviewed.
Candidates facing their sixth
semester review must submit a
dossier, which should include a
statement summarizing their view
of their"present and future growth
and development as a teacher and
adviser, accomplishments and
promise as a scholar, and
contributions to the department,
College, and disci pline."
This dossier is then evaluated
by no less than two tenured
members of ,the candidates'
department,as well as one member
not affiliated with the department.
After evaluating the dossier, the
departmental committee must then
produce a final report which
provides a "rigorous review of the
candidate's achievement and
promise in scholarly and creative
work."
Based on this report, the
departmental committee makes its
recommendations to the Dean of
Faculty. This recommendation
becomes a part of the candidate's
dossier and is evaluated along with
the other material by the Committee
on Promotion and Tenure after the
candidate's eighth semester of
teaching.
As McArthur explained ,
however, candidate need not have
spent all six yearsteaching at Colby,
and a candidate may actuall y
receive up to three years "teaching
credit" from institutions at which
they previously taught.
Regardless, during the eighth
semesterOfteaching,thecandidate's
dossier is evaluated b y the
Committee on Promotion and
Tenur e, which consists of nine
tenurcu faculty members and
McArthu -. This dossier,which now

Sexism and t enure

Dean McArthur
includes material updated since the
candidates' sixth semester review,
includes peer reviews, letters from
students, and statistical summaries
of course evaluations arranged by
semester and year.
After each of the nine members
of. the tenure committee has
evaluated the dossier, the
committee "rates" the candidate
using the following system: 1)
exceptional - for those candidates,
according to the handbook, whose
qualifications are "equal or superior
to the best who have been tenured
in recent years"; 2) outstanding qualifications "equal to those who
have been tenured in recent years";
3) good - for the candidate who
"has fulfilled the normal
expectations of a Colby f aculty
member."
Each committee member then
"votes in a written ballot on whether
or not the candidate should be
tenured." The acting Dean of
Faculty, who always serves as
committee chair, may not vote. It is
then Dean's duty, after evaluating
the members votes, to "transmit the
vote of the committee members,
[their] evaluations, and the Dean's
own
evaluations
and
recommendationsto the President."
The President then transmits his
recommendation based on the
information he has received, to the
System continued on page 13

Tenure at Bates. Bowdoin
By Laura Pavlenko
ASST NEWS EDITOR

Upon a fa culty member's sixth

year at Bowdoin College, he or she
may app ly for a tenured position.

The faculty member begins by
his
or
her
evaluat i ng
accomplishments over the last six
years.Thecandidatccxamincs such
t h i ngs as accomplishments, goals,
an d teachi ngp hilosophy,according
t o Al Fuchs, dean of faculty.
The candidate also provides a
list ofrcv iewers,studentsand other
faculty, who will write evaluation.
These let ters ar e read by the tenure
sub committ ee of the Faculty Affairs
Commi ttee and Fuchs. The
commit tee then makes a
recommenda tion to Fuchs of
whether or not they feel the
candidate shoul d receive a tenur ed
position.
The committee also considers
75 random student evaluations
from all six years the professor had
been teaching. LikcColb y students,

professors will be notified as to
whether they will receive a tenured
position. Four out of every five

turned in their applications for
tenure earlier this fall.
A tenured professor must show
excellence in teaching and
signif i can t
pr of essi onal
ach ievemen t, as well as "promise
f or furth er d ev elopmen t,"
according to the Bates Faculty
Handbook. They must show these
quali t ies no t only from t he i r
application , but through other
recommendations as well.
Tenured departmentcolleagucs,
as well as t he Division Chairman
(the 'divisions' at Bates i nclu d e
Humani t ies, Social Science, an d the
Natural Sciences) must writeletters
of recommendation to be reviewed
by a Personnel Committee. The
Personnel Committee is made up
of six elected , tenured faculty
members, the Dean of Faculty, and
The
the College Presiden t.
committccalso considers students'
evaluations and letters.
The Faculty Committee on

tenured .
All of the professors app lying
for t enure completed their sixth year
of teaching at Bates last spring and

recommendation to the Faculty
Hearing Committee of the Board of
Trustees. This committee makes the
final tenure decision. ?

Bowdoin students evaluate their
professors at the end of each
semester. These evaluations are
very important in the selection
pro cess, said Fuchs.
Fuchs then reviews the Faculty
Affairs
Committee's
recommendation and decides on
h is own recommend ation t o t he
College President. The President
makes the final r ecomm en d at i on to
the Acad emic Affa irs Govern ing
Boar d, a body made up of
representa lives from both the Board
o f Ov ers eers and t he Board of
Trustees.
This fall , Bowdoin is evaluating
seven faculty m embers for t enured
teaching positions. These seven
members hope to join the ranks of
the 65-70 percent tenured faculty
members.

In

February,

four

Bates

Bates professors arc already

Personnel

makes

a

has
been
acknowled ged,"
responded Bob McArthur.
The committees that decide on
By Emily Gallagher
tenure positions begin with
STAFF WRITER
recommendations within the
dep artment of the potential
candidate. The tenured staff of the
The administration is facing the respective departments offer
issue of sexism in its tenure system. recommendations to the College
Although women hold 41percent committee. This committee,
of all tenure track positions,only 19 consisting of nine elected tenured
percent of tenured faculty at Colby professors, then considers the
are women,although every woman achievements of each applicant
up for tenure in the last fifteen years according to teaching, research and
has received the position.
service to the college, in that order.
"It would be extremely Two of the nine members of" the
surprising if we didn't need to college tenure committee - Debra
worry about sexism, being that Campbell and Suellen Diaconof f are women.
Professors at Colby are aware of
the possible bias when considering
for tenure and are taking
"If it is the case that large women
appropriate steps to avoid the
numbers of womens'
potential influences.
"The process [of selecting a
energies are going
tenured faculty member] goes
toward service to Colby, through the sieve several times,and
then it is important for
each time it is possible to come up
these things to be given with new questions," said
Campbell.
appropriate weight at
"[The Colby system] is a good
tenure time."
system - when it works, sexism is
uncovered and doesn't become a
block for careers," she
-Prof. Pam Blake stumbling
said.
Another point raised by Blake
addresses the attention paid tp
female professors up for tenure. In
colleges were traditionally male- the "sameness criterion,"the college
run,"said Pam Blake, a tenure-track does very well, accepting womens'
government professor.
app lications without com paring
'Tdon't think thatanyinstitution them to their male counterparts.
is completely devoid of sexism,but
But Colby,like the rest of society,
any system that is aware of the
possibility, that constantly looks at
itself, is less likely to be influenced
by it ," said Debra Campbell,
tenured philosophy and reli gion
professor.
Potential problems within the
tenure system include student
evaluations and demands by the
college on female professors. The
stereotype of the classroom having
traditionally male overtones can
sometimes influence a student 's
impressions of a female professor,
both in the classroom and in
evaluations, according to Blake.
"We are changing the contours
of disci p line. We are pulling away
C
ep
^
Debra Camp bell
fro m the traditional," she said.
"If a prof essor is not male, she is
not the norm,"said Blake. Problems has to now consi de r th e "difference
with interpreting evaluations criterion ," Blak e explained.
according to these biases should be Biologically, women are more ap t
t ak en i n t o account wh en t o hav e child r en at the t im e they are
considering a woman applying for up for tenure, and thu s have more
to jugg le in a relatively short period
tenure, she maintains.
In addition, female professors of time. Becauseof this, Blake thinks
are required to participate in many the College should consider women
college services. Many committees as equally qualified as men, while
requ ire females and minority seeing their position different from
members t o join , putting increasing men.
"It is a challenge for the future,"
pressures on these groups to
Blake
said.
perform in theserviccaspectof their
[
The
"
num b er of t enured
position, which ,in turn , takes away
]
reflects
patterns in most
from the amount of time they can women
academic
disciplines,"
McArthur
devote to research.
claims.
He
sees
the
problem
of less
"If it is the case that large
females
tenured
being
solved
numbers of womens' energies arc
going toward sservice to Colby, then t hrough the increased applications
it is important for these things to be of women for facu lty positions.
"I hope to sec the number of
given appropri ate weight at tenure
female
t enured positions rise to 50
time," said Blake.
percent
, of the total number of
"The service component is well
tenured
faculty by the end of the
documented [by the t enure
century,"
ho said.Q
committee],and impressive service
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Nutting Criticises
Tenure System

Ec/io /ue ptoto

Government professor Guilain Denouex

By Amira Bahu
STAFF WRITER

Decisions to create tenure track
and other faculty positions are
handed down to the College from
the Board of Trustees, according to
Dean of Faculty Robert McArthur.
"Between eight and ten years
ago the Board of Trustees decided,
based on a budget forecast, that
each year there would be three
'created' positions," he explained.
The positions were to be di vid ed
evenly between those dealing with
academic support, such as within
the administration and food
services, and faculty positions.
"Last year's 'created' position
was in the government department,
in Middle Eastern politics, with
Professor Guilian Denoeux,"
McArthur said.
Chair of the Government
Department Sandy Maisel believed
that this new position was needed
by the department.
"There are currently eight
faculty membersin the government

department for around 240
government majors,"he said. "The
new position was sorely needed."
When a position becomes
vacant, it must then be applied for
by a department, because the
position may not remain in the
department in which it ori ginated.
For example, a position in one
department may be "phased out"
in order to fulfill a greater need in
another department.
"Some positions become vacant
due to sabbatical leave, in which
case a visiting professor is hired,"
McArthur said. "However, when a
more permanent position opens,
possibly due to retirement, the
position becomes a 'tenure track'
position. It is the College's legal
and ethical duty to advertise the
position internationally, and to
consider visiting professors
objectively, just as part of the
general applicant pool."
According to Chair of the
English Department John Sweney,
there are three positions in his
department opening for the 199192 year.

Ira Sadoff will be on sabbatical
leave next year, so there is a search
for a visiting professor in creative
writingpoetry.There istenure track
candidate,addressing scholarship,
ByMkeZhe
position in creative writing fiction,
teaching, and service:issues,along
\?RITER
and due to Professor [Colin] ' 'i '\*+*-**STAFF
•with studentevalxxationsandletters
i '
' H' .ii H
&>mtt. t, i
W i ll i
*** tw****
MacKa/s retirement, there is a
from outside references are some
tenure track position opening in
Teier N u tting was a professor ofthefactarsjudged by a caiumiltee
Medieval Literature."
of German, at Colby from 1985 to on tenureoverseen by Qlivares,
The Math department has been l9&9r and left after he wasdenied
Olivares was away from the
experiencing great changes. tenure* the official reason for his Collegeduring Nutting's review
Although there are only nine faculty being denied tenure, according to by a. committee made up of the:
members in the department, the Nutting, was that his publications M od ern Foreign Language
contracts of threevisiting professors durin g fus
Department
from last year were not renewed stay
at
T h e
for this year.
Colby were
committee,
"We currently have three new * n o t
which did
professors, two of whom are on p roduced
n.
o
t
tenure track positions,and one who at the same
.recommend
is in a visiting position," said Chair level [as
Nutting for
of the Mathematics Department they werej •
tenure, was
Keith Devlin. The visiting position at Cornell,"
led by the
will turn into a tenure track position t h e
prev i ous
next year, and Colby is currently institu tion
chair of the
soliciting for applicants.
at which he
department,
. "We expect to receive about 350 previously
Jeatt Bundy*
app lications, which we will narrow taught
"( T h e
down to three,"Devlin said. "These
Aoxuding
p hoto by Tosh Friedman t e n u r e
PeterNuttmg
three will bebrought to campus for to Jorge
sys t em a t
a few days during which time they Olivares ,
Colby] is
will be asked to give a lecture on chair of the Modem Foreign enormously shortsighted to young
their research,but at a college level. I anguage Department,candidates faeul ty;" Nuttin g said. "{Th ere is]
Students and professors will sit in are judged from a personal file, or an overemphasison research, with
on the lecture and evaluate the dossier , whichcontains a plethora prioritiesbecoming skewed away
candidate."
of determining documents*
fro m teaching.4"
"The number one priority of the
A personal statement from the
Nutting continued on page9
College in searching for a new
professor is their teaching ability,"
Devlin clarified. He also admitted
that even though the department
tries to narrow down the field of
New faculty members at
By Deborah Fuller
app licants, sometimes the
Hampshire are granted a primary
STAFF WRITER
candidates chosen for the job are
three-year contract. At the end of
not ideally suited to the position.
Hampshire College in Amherst, the three years, the contract is
"If we are not getting positive Mass. is one institute which reviewed by the department
feedback from the students, we try employs an alternative to the tenure (known as "school") and a
to give the professor a chance to system.Hampshire's system,which recommendation to end or renew
adjust to Colby and the students. If consists of a series of three contracts, the contract is made to the College
the evaluations do not improveafter is considered successful by the president.
the second year, we may or may faculty and the administration,
If re-appointed , the faculty
not try for another year. The according to Associate Dean of member enters into a four-year
application process would then Faculty Larry Beedee.
Alternative continued on pag e 13
begin all over again." ?

Tenure alt erna tive

Faculty positions at Colby;

What do the many titles for a professor mean?
By Ginny Morrison
STAFF WRITER
and Craig App elbaum
FEATURES EDITOR
Professors can assume a number of
different positions during their Colby career.
Colby hires faculty to fulfill either tenure
track or temporary (usually visiting)
positions. Upon arrival at Colby, professors
maynotbegranted tenure immediately,even
if they were tenured at the institution at
which they had previously taught. If hired
for a tenure track position , however,
candidates will usually come up for tenure
review within one to six years.
The following summaries explain the
differences among faculty positions at Colby:
Lecturer/Instructer: usually full orparttimc temporary positions. Any candidate
hired for a teaching position who docs not
possess a Ph.D. is given the title of instructor
or lecturer. Lecturers always receive term
appointments and arc employed by the
College on term contracts for as many years

as it stipulates.
Adjunct Professor: a rank reserved for
appointments for coaching and teaching
positions in the Department of Physical
Education and Athletics,in Performing Arts,
and other comparable programs. Adjunct
positions are created for faculty who teach
applied subjects, such as athletics and
performing arts. For example, Director ;of
Athletics and basketball coach Dick
Whitmore carries the rank of Adjunct
Profcssorof Physical Education. Faculty who
hold the adjunct ranking are not eligible for
tenure, and are employed under renewable
one- to three- year contracts. Adjunct status
can also be applied to other faculty ranks as
well (Paula Aboud is an Adjunct Instructor
of Physical Education and Dick Scwell is and
Adjunct Associate Professor of Performing
Arts).
Assistant Professor: a rank reserved
for candidates who possess Ph.D.'s and are
appointed to tenure track teaching positions.
It is an "entry level" rank, so to speak, since
professors who have doctorates and arc in
their first year of teaching are given assistant

professor status. If the candidate is not in a date version of their tenure dossiers, which
temporary position and /or does not carry are then reviewed by the candidate's
adjunct status, then he or she is on a tenure departmental review committee. This review
track position. For example, Lindsay Wilson committee submitsarecommendation(either
of the History Department carries the rank of favorable or unfavorable) to the Dean of
Assistant Professor of History, and is Faculty,who presents the candidate'sdossier
currently holding a tenure track position. In - which now includes the recommendation
rare cases, assistant professor status may be of thedepartmental review-tothe Committee
applied to non-adjunct faculty who do not on Tenure and Promotion. The Dean of
hold doctorates.
*- Faculty then transmits the evaluations and
Associate Professor: the rank granted vote of the committee members, along with
to tenure track assistant professors who have his own evaluation and recommendation of
received tenure. Simp ly, after receiving the candidate, to the President, who submits
tenure an assistant professor is promoted to a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.
an associate professor. Of course, not all
Before receiving tenure, a professor may
associate professors are tenured (the prime take a one-year sabbatical at half or no pay
example being adjunct associate professors, from the College. Usually, though, the
who arc ineligible to receive tenure).
professor makes up for the difference in loss
Full Professor: according to the faculty of pay through grants or loans. *¦
In addition , faculty members who receive
handbook, "every associate professor is
considered by a departmental committee for tenurcandlaterrcsignlosethcir tenure status.
Faculty salaries arc based on a flexible
promotion to professor no later that the tenth
year after promotion to associate professor scale, and are negotiated by each candidate
or receipt of tenure." For an associate in his or her contract. In most cases, salary is
professor to be considered for such based on the candidate's qualifications and
promotion, he or she must submit an up-to- past expericncc.Q
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Colby Dining Services will remai n open for
Thanksgiving Break.
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1990 THANKSGIVING RECESS
Dini ng Hall Scfecd ale
Taesdaq . Jtev csator 20

Breakf ast

Regul a r Hours all Halls

Lunc h

Regular Hours All Halls

Dinne r

John so n/Chapli n
Love joy
Mar y Low

Closed

Closed
5:00-6:30

The Spa will close its normal bus iness operation on Tuesday, November 20 ,
at 1:45 p.m. and vill reopen on Monday, November 26, at 9 a.m.
Wedfteada q . Bavetatwr 21
Meals for members of the Board Plan will be available at the Spa as follovs :
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

9.00 - 10:00 a.m.
Noon - 1 :00 p.m.
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Tfa ftfowrm M_R& q, ttmmter Zl
Students planni ng to sta y on campus must co ntact the Dean of Stude nts ' office by Monday,
November 1 9 , to moke arrange ments for rei mbursement for breakfast and lunch on Thanksgivi ng
Day .
Thanksgivi ng Day dinner is by reservation onl y and w ill be at the Holida y Inn at 5 p.m.
Arrangements must be made with the Dean of Students ' office by Monday, November 19 , to atte nd

thi s di nner. Tra nsportation vill be provided . Students sho uld plan to meet in fro nt of Eustis at
4:45 p .m.
Fridaa . tttvcnher

23 . aad Saturda y . Utovemher 24

Meals for members of the Board Plan will be availabl e at the Spa as follows:
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

9:00-10:00 a.m.
Noon - 1 :00 p.m.
5.00 - 6:00 p.m.

StBMte q . WaveaHter 25
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Spa
Spa
Johnso n /Chaplin

Kantia n . November 26
Normal Board Operati ng Schedule Resume s

9:00 - 1 0:00 a.m.
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

dramatic changes;, " .said
N*ttim& who *&&<&-$m ihe
current tenumsystemat^choofe
Continuedf r&mp age7
like Colby, if continued, will
eventually be "setting back
highereducation,*
Nwtting believes . this
Nutting wrote a: five page
shortsightednesswill letter to'the Collegelast year,
ultimately prove detrimental thoroughly "explai ning his
toColbyin the long run,
viewSon.theten.ureSystem.The
"'With so malty faculty opinion was printedmth&Echo
retirements [eminen t in the last January, but Nutting
nejcfc decade], thenesult Will be received only a one sentence
graduate students teaching replyfrom presidentCotter.
without Phjy s," hesaid'.
Although he was denied
Thisproblemisnoturtitj ue tenure at Colby, Ntitting said
to Colby,however.As Mufti ng he is .still strongly considering
explained,withthejol>market returning to teaching,.
for college faculty changing
"My gut feeling tells me
constantly,many schools are yes/* he said. "I've been too
reluctant to change with it
successful to give it up
"Colby doesn't see the completely £]

Nutting

ATTENTION ALL SENIORS:
THE SENIOR CLASS PHOTO FOR THE
ORACLE WILL BE TAKEN TOMORROW
AT 12:30 P.M. ON THE FIELD IN
FRONT OF MILLER LIBRARY. AND
PLEASE DON'T FORGET THAT
SENIOR PHOTOS ARE DUE THIS
TUESDAY IN THE STU-A OFFICE!!!!!!!!!
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If what happened on your inside
h appene d o n you r outs id e,
would you still smoke?
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the pavementor
oo the road
to success?

NOV. 15. THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT.

RICHMOND
LAW
Richmond
r—' ''

Representatives will be on hand to discuss this outstanding opportunity to learn the intricacies of business,
from the ground up. As an established , highl y successful company, with annual sales of over SI.5 billion and still
growing in this tight fiscal market , we have developed a program which has led many individuals to senior
management positions.
It 's a tough , intensive and demanding program that accepts onl y a few promising candidates each year.
People with the leadership skills and drive to succeed. If you 're graduating this year with a grade point average of
3.0 or better and have superior communications skills, don't miss out on this outstanding opportunity. And ,
come September, instead of looking for work , you can be working toward your future!
For further information , contact your Placement Office. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V,
f

'
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It 's a tough job market out there. You'll be up against some pretty stiff competition. People with the education and the experience. Of course, there are alternative s — especially for those individuals with an eye on the
big picture.
We're Hannafo rd Bros. Co., Northern New England' s leading food and drug retailer. Our corporate headquarters arc located in Portland , ME and we have stores and opportunities available in Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. On NOVEMBER 28, 1990 , wc will be visiting your campus to present a
2-hour pre-recruitment , informational seminar on our

Management Training Program.
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Small classes, supportive f aculty
Beau tiful suburban campus
Dynamic legal community
Curriculum and placemen t
with vision
— Environmen tal Law in
1st Year
— Lawyering Skills &
Clinical Course s
— Video Interview Program
(VIP) targets major midsize
firm s

* Celebrating 120 years
serving the legal profesion

1-800-289-URLAW
¦w.

Hannaford |5fej} |Bros . Co.

}

Director of Admission Services
University of Richmond
School of Law
Richmond , VA 23173
Fully Accredited ABA/AALS

$% €0iw fcijo
Founded in 1877
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Colby students are frogs in a pot!

A fr iend of ours once likened the changes that occur with Colby
policies to a cook try ing to boil a frog. You can't j ust throw it in

Tune in to
WMHB

WMHB a
solution

Once again we have to endure
the tiring question of whether or
not YOU like the radio station.
I like it. I like Derek and Greg's
hip-hop and house music show on
Friday afternoons. I likeRobertfrom
Malawi's cool accent as he talks
about the reggae tunes he'splaying.
I like listening to the Soul Kitchen
on Sunday nights, hearing the DJs
crack themselves up. I like Tyrone's
confident and level speaking voice,
plus his choice of music is the tops.
I like the fact that last Monday night
I heard a hip-hop song that talked
about Ida B. Wells, a wonderful
woman who fought against
lynching in the south. I also die for
thesteamingblues show that Beagle
and Jones do on Wednesday
afternoons.
I've worked at the station for
threeand a half years.I'mdedi cated
enough to the station to have stuck
by it, helping to give my influence
and my input. There are many
things that I think need changing at
the station. I intend to try and make
those changes. If YOU'd like to see
changes made, then work at the
station, see how things happen,
make your voice heard.
Understand that there are plenty
of great things at WMHB. Check
out the schedule. Tune in to the
station. If you like what you hear
then listen, if not then turn the dial.
(Keep tuning into the station until
you find something that turns you
on.) WMHB may not always play
your song. It does not always play
my song. However, we play hiphop, rock, reggae, funk, blues,
country, metal, classical,jazz,Latin,
new age, French, Rap, world beat,
and hardcore. We've got to be
playing SOMEBODY'S song.

I would first like to thank those
responsible for the "Swinging"
Screw Your Roommate last Saturday. Not only was it original, but it
was also a step in the right direction
to educate Colby students that there
are other styles of music outside of
Guns and Roses, Tiffany, and the
"plaaayed out" crap that Student
Center goers must endure every
weekend. Far be it for me to complain about the way things are
without offering solutions. One solution is WMHB.
WMHB isa necessary part of the
Colby education. Not only does
WMHB give students a chance to
spin the vinyl, but it is a wonderful
source of new music. Where else
are people going to hear World Beat,
Jazz, Industrial, Hardcore, Progressive, Hip Hop, and House? To
those who would like to see WMHB
change its format, I say:Don't waste
your time trying to force your musical ignorance on the rest of us. It is
your right to be closed minded.
However before you criticize us,
give us a listen!If'MHB is still not to
your liking, other stations play classic rock and Top 40. Exercise your
right and listen to them! Otherwise
step off our curb!
I urge my fellow students planning parties to present us with
original music. There are DJs with
fresh music on campus. Ask and
you shall receive!

boiling water. It will j ump right out. You have to put it in cold
wa ter and slowly turn up the heat so it never really realizes wha t's
happening to it. Well, things are pre t ty hot up on May flower Hill
these days, and we've found out who's wearing the chefs' hats.
They are members of several crucial policy committees that have
decided to ban the Echo from their meetings - the meetings which decide
on policies that affect students day and night. And the Echo is the main
forum by which you, as students, can be informed of the decisions made
behind closed doors.
So far we have been excluded from the Alcohol Policy, Educational
Policy, and Jan Plan meetings. We have attended in past years. Wouldn't
you like to know what they are talking about this year?
The committee members say if the Echo is present, the committee will
not feel comfortable speaking candidly. And if we attend the meetings,
unsubstantiated rumors will start to fly around campus.
But our job as a college newspaper is to clear up rumors and inform our
readers about what is really going on. It's much easier to do this if we can
hear about the issues first hand.
Speaking candidly is one thing, but perpetuating secrecy is another.
Students at Colby are supposed to have a voice, and that's why several
students are representatives on the committees. But for your voice to be
Craig Damrauer '91.5
heard , you must first know about the issues. The Echo will provide this
WMHB Station Manager
service as long as we can attend the meetings.
Believe us, if changes are being discussed, changes will be made. The
decisions and proposals reached may not affect you directly,but they will
change the College over time. Nobody should be keeping college matters
behind closed doors. When the Echo is excluded from policy meetings,
everybody is excluded.
Students are getting cooked at Colby this year. The Echo wants to tell
On Friday, Nov. 2, Bowdoin
you who is turning up the heat. Otherwise we'll be in the pot with the re* students held a sit in. The sit in
of you.
wasn't focused on the alcohol
policy, it was asking the college to
hire more minority faculty and
We smell smoke.
create a position in gay and lesbian
After interviewing deans, department chairs, and professors, studies. We Colby students should
we learned that tenure is a sticky issue at Colby. Many professors examine our priorities.
we talked to refused to go on the record saying anything about the
Craig Damrauer '91.5
tenure system.
Secrecy,nervousness,and fear was encountered. Now,we're wondering
whether we should be educated in an environment in which a secretive
tenure system dictates how our faculty interact with students and each
other.
Of course, there are several good things about the tenure system.
Almost all interviewed faculty attested to the fairness and thoroughness
of the tenure system, particularly when compared to the systems at other
schools. In addition , Colby students possess a strong voice, with faculty
evaluations taken very seriously.
10. The Colby directory
Although the system may be fair in theory, it is unfair in practice.
left outyour middlename,
Women hold 41 percent of the tenure track positions, but constitute only
19 percent of the tenured faculty. And minorities constitute less than five
percent of all tenured faculty at Colby. Of the nine tenured faculty who
9, You know who killed
serve on the Committee for Tenure and Promotion, only two are women,
Laura Palmer.
and none arc minorities. There is much talk about the lack of diversity
commitment
to
diversity
extend
among students. Shouldn't the College's
to its faculty as well?
8, Ho one has discovered
And then there is secretivencss. At times it looked as if faculty on
your elbow fetish,
tenure track positions were bound into chains of silence, unwilling to
voice their true feelings for fear that they would harm their cases.
And although some faculty were willing to speak informally on sexism
7, You have never been
and unfairness in the system, not one would go on the record saying they
the subject of a top ten list.
actually existed. We smcllcd more smoke.
And where there's smoke, there's fire.

Let' s examine
our priorities

Fire d up over tenure

Dan Raymont '91
WMHB DJ

Nieman
clarifies

tion.

My second area of concern is the
article concerning Stu-A club funds.
The Stu-A budget is controlled by
the student organization not by the
Student Activities Office. Student
Government authorizes allocation,
expenditures, club budgets, and
whatever else they decide to use it
for. I do not allocate any Stu-A
funds, or do I authorize any expenditures without the approval of
Candace Green, the Stu-A Treasurer. Students decide where student money goes, not the administration. That's the way it oug ht to
be.
Tullio Z. Nieman
Student Activities Director

WMHB an
inde pendent
entit y
WMHB-The Mayflower Hill
Broadcasting Corporation hasbeen
certified with the state of Maine as a
radio establishment since October,
1972. It is an independent entity
from Colby College. The extensive
collection at the station consists of
albums either donated by private
citizens, or lent for promotional
purposes by the record labels who
manufacture and distribute their
material. Colby College has never,
and will never provide WMHB with
its recordings.
Rachel Kriteman '93
Head Music Director, WMHB

WMHB adds
diversit y

I believe every cultural opportunity brings this school closer to
I would like to take a moment to half of the diversity which should
correct two impressions attributed be present. I come from a public
school where there was a reasonto me in last weeks Echo.
Concerning WMHB, I have en- able friction between "scumbags"
joyed working with Crai g and"preps," but the diversity
Damrauer, Jason Goldberger and opened me up to a wide variety of
the rest of the club of fleers.They are lifestyles and people. I would hope
really making an attempt to bring that after four years at Colby a stutheir constitution on line with Stu- dent would stop whining about
A's requirements. Katie Kaliff and WMHB and either get a show of
Shawn Crowley have worked with their own or open up to the diverthe club officers to come to a solu- sity. I would just like people to retion. Students working with stu- alize: closed-mindedness is only a
dents! That's how it ought to be. If symbol of social ignorance. Please
that issue cannot be worked out, recognize WMHB as one of the few
then I will work with the station to alternative music stations in Maine
find othersourcesoffunding.I agree and learn to appreciate it's work.
with Jason Goldberger, when he
Andrew Kulmatiski '94
says that Colby needs the radio sta-

Top Ten List for This Week:
Ten Reaso ns to toe Thankful This Year
By Amy Havel
COMMENTARY

noticed the dentinher car, |
3, You survived another
Columbus Day,

6< For the most part, your
eyebrows have grown 2. For holiday dinner,
your family fe letting you
back,
Sit at thebig people table,
9, You can't be draf ted*
1, You're only flunking
4. Your roommate hasn't one class.
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Is smoking a problem at Colby?
Rick Avila '93
I quit myself, at least I cut down. I
don't think it's a problem. I think
people on the majority areinterested
in health.

Matt Lapides '94 •
Not for me. As of yet it hasn't
bothered me. ~

David Parker '91
I think the crack house situation is
under control here. I refuse to comment further because I may run for
election in 1992.

|

Kristen Herbster '91
I thi n k it's not very visible and I
think it 's most often associated with
alcohol consumption .

Tracy Larson '94
I have no idea. I haven't thought
about it. I haven't seen it that much.

Commencement speaker or commencement clown
Matt Lehman

THROWING STONES

I can see it now. We can put Paul
Schaeffer and the World's Most
Dangerous Band up on the tower,
put Hal Guerney up in the Mudd
balcony, and of course Dave on
center stage. Don't forget the thrillcam that will roll over the heads of
the graduates. How inspiring.
The senior class has invited the
one and . only David Letterman to
be our graduation speaker. At a

recent class meeting, a handful of what will be the biggest moment
students decided to rescind an open (so far) in many of our lives.
What we need is someone who
invitation to President Bush, and
instead chose to offer it to the velcro has contributed to the cause of
man himself. Ah, what a blow for intellectualism. After all, we are
intellectualism everywhere, and going to be receiving degrees for
certainly a strong statement about completing our education, not for
our commitment to higher learning. our ability to watch a late night TV
C'mon, lets get serious. Dave show. I am not suggesting we get
Letterman as our speaker? Can you some stuffy intellectual that no one
honestly imagine awarding an has heard of,but someone who has
honorary degree, as is usually the something meaning ful and
custom for the commencement inspiring to say.
Some of the other choices on the
speaker, to this guy. There is no
denying that Dave is a hilarious guy, list fall into this category. People
but he's not a proper speaker for like Alice Walker, Spike Lee, or

Colby Commentary
Steve Colb&x *
mffilT ORNOl'

Now that it's the middle cf
November, and
show,
Thantegiving,andfinal examsaro
jusffc around the cornet, I' ve
decided to tyke the opportunity
to present some rather random
thoughts about Colby*
•:Lifeat Colbyisgonorallypretty
fantastic. Let's face it^ if s the only

time in

ow Hvttt when wo'}) be

surrounded by somany peopleof
simila r age holding, similar
interests.The peopleat Colby are
terrifi c (T didh't $ay tho
administration)* While we have
msponsibilities4'hoyaren't nearly
asptes^ngas thty wlft be later m
life, It's hard to picturea $ucce$$ful
doghead When ydur spouse and
kidsmthoprinriploparficipants.
Complain as often as yot/d like,
just remember that it* ten years
you'd lovo. to b» complaining in
college again. >
I'd Hke to c0dgr.3tttia.te the
footbull tea m and the:man'j tf
txKttr
toarn for exceedm^ everyone's
expectations, and providing; one
of the fow sowcesof school unity i
The faotballteam proved a worthy
and talented Ibe by winning the
CUB, an d th e soccer t eam was

cold after bravingthe tundra*uk*J
conditions on the field last
Thursday>Tb.ecampushasn't been
sounited slncelastyear'sbaslftitball
team tookthecourt ,Thanks for the
excitement,guys*
Rememberwhen securityused
tobe cool; when they used to try to
keepstudantsout of trouble,rath<Jr
than finding s way tasreafce it? tt
seems that there has been a steady
decline in the old comraderie
betwam studentsand security eve*
sinco Mr> Van Valkenburgh
arrived, A case In point: 1 clearly
rememberemptying an optmBusch
fofcttto. at the T<£p x mof & wwurity
officera fow yoarsback,Mewarned
me that I'd be heavily fined if caught
by the liquor inspector, I thanked
him -a nd moved Oh, wry of
carrying an open container in the
future.
This weekend a. frlphd of mine
ww shoppedby the same security
officer after she haphazardly
walked out of hcrdorm with a halffin ished bottle of Buwlv. and she
was slapped with a $50,00 fine,
Yeah, K know it's tho rulo,but who's
going to benefit from this fine? Do
you fool safer now? Thanks a lot
Mr> Van Valkenhwgh, Ht» boon a
pleasure having you a rounds Now
don't you think there's someother

pimply amaa ing> If $ unfortunate
that the aoctfer tint's first toft*
cam<dn the.playoff^ and thatbalf
of the Colbystudents now have a <my* \m\m\i ouMtttiwi school

that you could bles$ with you*
discipline?Kt's unfair ForColbyto
selfishly maintain your friendly
demeanor when there's
undoubtedly an improperly
onrked car,underagedrin kcr,or
compassionate security guard at
some other college.
Haveyou ever boon annoyed
about something that justdoosn't
matter? It's ono of the benefits of
living at Colby where tho hard
thing$comceasyand it's tho little
things that count, $omo people
displayed thisdispleasure when
the fotge salad bowls were
removed from Dana and Roberts
a few years back, or when the
dganettemachineswereremoved
la st year,Forme,it was therocent
and unannounced removal from
the $pa of perhaps tho greatest
video game in the worlds
"Peastbusters"This tra nsformed
mynormailystabloemotfonftinto
molten lava. LikeI said, it doesn't
matter, but I really miss
murdering thosedamn zombies*
' Don 't forget to (00k at the
petition board in the library and
sign your name where you agree*
Have a super Thank sgiving, root
for tho Cowboys,and go for a run
on Friday just long .enough to
makeroomibrthoM-avors.Talk
to you »otm> like it or not,P

even Tom Brokaw. If we want
someonefunny,there arenumerous
funny people who might enlighten
us about something other than a
top ten list. Maybe a columnist like
Mike Royko,or a political cartoonist
like Gary Trudeau. The choices are
endless, and while we must remain
realistic about who would actually
come to Colby, I know that we can
find someone better.
I would love to hear David
Letterman speak, as I'm sure most
students would. So why not bring
him up like they did with Dan
Lauria of the "Wonder Years?"

Colby recently zoomed past Bates
into the top 20 in college rankings,
and I like to think of our school as a
pretty damn good academic
institution. Our social life, u p until
recently, was also pretty fun, but
let'sadmit it,wecamehereto get an
education, first and foremost.
When I am sitting on the library
lawn May 26, and looking back
upon the last four years, the last
thing I want to hear is a man made
famous for leaping up on velcro
walls, or presenting stup id pet
tricks. We as seniors deserve
better .Q

Identification please

iv.w eat breakfast between 8:00 and
9:00 a.m. on the weekends.
STAFF WRITER
Besides
identification
frustrations, Colby also burdens
Ithappens to all of us every once students with a one price meal plan.
in a while.We can't find our wallet. Regardless of the number of meals
When this happens, you can forget that a student eats, they are forced
about eating in the dining hall to pay for every meal of the
without dishing out some cash.
semester. If you want to get
In the past, it never seemed to be admission to dinner this fall using
a problem when my I.D. was your I.D. card , you had to pay for
missing. I just told the cashier my every dinner from September until
bar code number and filled out one December. This is a fairly
of those blue things. All was well. uneconomical bet for many
Well, Seller's has tightened up students. If you are not a Sunday
their policy. Last week I lost my dinner fan and choose to eat
wallet and I didn't have my l.D. I elsewhereon these nights,the $5.50
was beginning to fill out the blue steak dinners will cost you about
form when the cashier asked me if $82.50 for a semester. Anyway you
I had a photo I.D. "No", I replied, slice it, that comes up as a lot of beef.
"I've lost my wallet." She told me Colby should re-evaluate the meal
that I could not go in. "But I know plan.
my bar-code number." She still
The premise is a simple one.
refused to allow me to eat. "I've Students should pay for the meals
been eating in this dining hall every that they eat. Seiler's uses this type
day for a year and a half, you know of pay per number of meals at other
me." She said she did recognize me colleges. This typeof plan is feasible
but had to follow policy. "So how at Colby. Unfortunately, it's up to
can I cat?" You'll have to pay, and the discretion of the administration
we will give you your money back how Seiler's administers our food
when you show some I .D,^she said. policy.
"How can I pay you if I've lost my
But this is not a bold policy, and
wallet?"
the switch-over could be relatively
Why exactly is Seller sgoing ape simple Plenty of colleges operate
over enforcing this rule? Are they this way with a larger degree of
worried that peoplcarcconnivingly success than Colby's approach.
cheating the system and eating a
It seems a small task for the
single meal for free? Has there been administration toatleastinvcstigate
a coup of students journeying from the way the meal plan is being run.
Thomas to infiltrate our dini ng halls I have heard a number of students
to taste test Seller's cuisine? Even if voice their disapproval about
thcsccrimcsarcoccurringcn masse, having to consistently pay for
Seilcr's probably makes up for uneaten meals. It seems only just
losses with the money they make that an administration , which often
off of charging students for takes action after "several students
breakfast every day. Of the 1,400 have voiced concern ," should take
plus students on the meal plan,very action now. ?

By Andr ew Stanley

"Close Shavians comedic and unique
By Stephen Cranfill

CONTR IBUTING WR ITER

Stnder Theater opened yesterday with one act excerpts from
three George Bernard Shaw plays,
dubbed "Close Shavians" by Powder and Wig. One of the many
unique qualities of Powder and
Wig's newest performance is its
conveyance of three completely
different stories.
The first act, "Arms & The
Man," is the story of a fugitive
Serbi an soldier , played by Mo
Moriarty, who flees from the grasps
of the Russian army. He finds temporary asylum in the bed room of a
young Bulgarian woman whose
father and fiancee both happen to
b e hi gh ranking officials in the
Russian army. The Bulgarian
woman, Rai'na, helps to hide the
Serbian officer from the Russians
who seek him. Although all three

Beth Rutlinger and Steve Earp as Caesar and Cleopatra in "Close Shavians."
plays are comedies, "Arms & the
Man" is the funniest.
Although Dan Raymont '91
only has a small part playing a
Russian soldier, he adds much to
the comedic nature of the act.

Moriarty also deserves special note
for his well executed and humorous portrayal of the Serbian soldier.
The second play, "Caesar &
Cleopatra"portrays the story of how
Caesar and Cleopatra get together.

Former Housemartin steps to a new beat
wanted to stay with their current
format. While Cook formed Beats
JAZZY D'S CURB
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International, The Housemartins'
"Let Them Eat Bingo,"the debut lead vocalist P.D. Heaton formed
release by Beats International is one The Beautiful South with bandof the most m usic all y diverse dance mate, David Hemingway.
"Dub Be Good To Me," a track
albums released in years. Norman
which
spent many weeks on top of
,
,
p
r
o
ducer
a
nd
s
o
n
g
writer
Cook
the
charts
in London, begins, "tank
ht
f
ul
succeeds in blending thoug
fl
boss
walk
jam nitty gritty/your
y
lyrics with traditional Afrolistening
to
the
boy from the bi g bad
Carribean rhythms combined with
city/this is jam hot/this is jam hot"
modern hi p hop/house beat.
Cook formed Beats International and before any sense can be made
after leaving his position as the of the lyrics, the beat kicks in.
A hard-driving,modern,reggae
bassist and vocalist for The
Housemartins. During the latter bass-beatis accompanied by a more
part of the 80s. The Housemartins traditional , synthesized guitar
were one of the top progressive which compels movement. The
bands and then suddenly they song continues, "people always talk
disappeared. Conflict had arisen about reputation /I don't care about
within the band as to where they your other girls/just be good to
where progressing musically. Cook me." These lyrics are relatively
wanted to move into the "beatier" simple compared with some of the
realm but the rest of the band other tracks.

By Dan Raymont
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"For Spacious Lies"is a criticism
of the modern-day concept of
democracy. The remixed version
starts out "Don't worry/be happy/
don 't worry/be happy." This
phrase is repeated several times.
According to Cook,this iswhat U.S.
administrations tell the poor.
"Democracy is just a word /is often
used and seldom heard/and
freedom is just a song/but we
pretend."
Cook criticizes the U.S. for being
a country in which salvation can be
purchased via television, and for
dwelling on the communist
paranoia fueled b y Joseph
McCarthy in the late 1950s.
"You can call your TV priests/
be born again /McCarthy's ghost
won't help you now/as we struggle
to our finest hour."
He points out the conflict of
interest betweenthe people wanting
peace and the army's
—
fi ght for money.
"Your army fights
for money/but we
fi ght for peace/and
you won't put out this
flame/ it burns so
bright/through any
wind/ any rain/ oh
you'll never put out
the fire/the dream
that will burn on and
on." The flame he
refers to is the desire
within us to be free.
The remixed version
ends, "Ask not what
you can do for your
country/but what in
the fuck has it done
for you?"
"Let Them Eat
Bingo" brings new
meaning to the word
dance. It is an essential
part of any DJ s
repertoire.
The
varying international
influences contribute
to make every track
on the album "club
worthy/'Q

photoby Sharon Labeck

The story goes as follows: queen
flees to Pshynx to offer a sacrifice in
the face of a Roman attack; emperor
visits Pshynx to offer prayers; and
emperor meets queen. This play
entertains the audience with ro-

mance and a touch of humor. Steve
Earp '92 deserves special recognition for his praiseworthy performance of Caesar.
The third play, "St. Joan," is
the story of how Joan of Arc convinces Charles the Dauphin to put
her at the helm of the French army.
The most outstanding characteristic of thi s play is the excellent casting. All characters fit their role
amazingly well. Doug Hill '94 as
the Archbishop offered a standout
performance.
Since the three .plays are
completely different in nature,they
ar e held in d iff ere n t location s to
alleviate time-consuming set
changes. The first act takes place in
the basement of Strider Theater. For
the second act, the audience must
move up into the Strid er lobby,
while the final act takes place once
again in the basement.
The plays run about and hour
and forty-five minutes and will run
until this Saturday. The performance starts at 8:00p.m. each
night.Q

John Martin's Manor;
Not just a fancy rest aurant

bolstered the heart> Much to our
pleasure, the Main Event also
offered a f r e ebuffet. (Yes, free.)
This included an assortment of
international cheeses, a veggie
mm *m **mmtm **mc *mmmm ***am **am *cm *m *tm»mmm *mmmimm **m *4
platter, fried shrimp and clams,>
In light of the recent rumblings Which was clearly fresn rrom ' rhe
around campus concerning the nearby shores* In general, we were
entire social atmosphere of Colby, pleased with theplentiful food,and
We,as Concerned students,d ecided we all left with satisfied pal,ates.
The .Main Event also offers a
to take matters intoour own.hands
and offer you an alternative.Social wide array of activities,including
opportunities do exist outside the video games,a billiardstable^ dart
realm of thecampus- Wedecided to board and a personal ? favorite pop
explorethe localwateringholesand a shot,
The lounge also houses a large
other hot spots.
On Friday night, wejourneyed screen tel evisionforsportmgevents.
Into town to oixperience something There are also a plethora of TV's
new and different. Wo travelled to scattered throughout,artd theroare
John Martin's Manor at 54 College plans for a row of ten to be placed
Ave. For those of you who are above the bar. While there was no
unaware,the Manorismorethan a dancing during happy hOurj. it was
fancy restaurant, There is a new obviousthatdancing would bodonc
nightclub/sports bar , called tho later in the evening on the spacious
Mai.ie Event, being completed in dance floor.
Thereare opportunities beyond
the. basement , Aftfcr out first
theStudcnt
CentcronaFridaynf^bt
exper ience th ere we would
it,
definitely recommend
If you arc willing to make theeffort,
From 5-7:00p.m,weexperj enced we suggest the Main Event at John
"happy hour/' At this timfe we Mar t in's Manor , And remember,
raveled in the low pricesof the well winners don't drink and drive/ $o
drinks which warmed the soul and designate a driver before you go.Q
By Jody Cox
Todd O'Connor
Andy Shpiz
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Blazin g bike trails
By Sandy Colhoun
STAFF WRITER

Three years ago, mountain
bikers were a select group of
hardcore enthusiasts who took to
the back country trails, leaving the
paved streetsbehind,for a rollicking
journey over steep trails and
through deep mud bogs. Today, it
seems every other post and tree
around the College has a mountain
bike tethered to it. While many
students have already discovered
tho trail listed below, for those new
to thcsport,thisridcshould provide
hours of mud - filled adventure.
One of thebest rides available to
Colby students can be found ri ght
in our own back yard .First,head up

behind the Hei ghts to the crest ot
Runnals Hill. Ybu'll know you arc
on the right track when you pass a
huge blue water tower generousl y
covered with white mule slogans
and Colbygraffiti. From there, head
across the top of the hill passing the
fields down on your left. As you
ride, notice several trails down to
your right - adventures for another
day.
Once you hit the far end of
Runnals Hill , look for a trail heading
straig ht back into the woods.
Downshift and head right in. This
section switches from hard pack to
a root - covered surface, passing
through a closely knit stand of trees
on the way. After a few minutes,
you'll find yourself under a set of
Bikes continued on page 13
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Robocop 2 Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday nights at 7 and 9;30
p,«i. in Lovefoy100
Half-prkeittatinee#nSaturday
Railroad-SquareCinema
Between.Main St and College
Ave,

m-tm

The only cinema in the area
whereyou can get a. great meal on
thepremtsesbeforeyouseethefOm.
Tonlghtfeyourlast opportunity
to see Japanese animator Hiroaki
Yosfcid a's Twilight of She
Cockroaches, This animated $\n%
coverslifoiaa decrepatapartment
where roaches .and humans live
togetherpeacefully. Unfortunately,
pome events Occur that bring the
truce to anend. Show at 9il$ p>rn,
only.
Starting tomorrow night,and
playing until Nov + 22 is
Metropolitan. This film, written
and directed hy newcomer Whit
Stilhnan is supposed ly a parody of
thedebutanteRvesof young people
in Manhattan. However, it is
difficult to Seethe tOrtgroe-uvcheek
aspects of the f*lro;it seemsmoreto
be a celebration of the Ufestyle>
There are some funny moments,
thongh^andiit you^TOterested in.
the way the rich kids live in New
YorkCity,then this film is for you*
Rated PG-13. Showtime*at 7 and

9&5p,m.

Bikes
Continued f rom p age 12

power lines running downhill to
your left and leveling off to your
right. Checkyourbrakesand secure
your helmet before heading left.
The hill is steep, rocky, and
challenging.Near the bottom,you'll
run into a bog that has a tendency to
grab your bike and hold it until the
rider is forced to bail out, ankles
sinking into six inches of central
Maine's finest black gook.
The ride continues on the asphalt
road until you reach a dead end.
Head uphill to your right, and take
your first left onto a dirt road at the
top of the hill, across from a red
mailbox with the name Smith on it.
About200yardsdown thisdirt road
on thclcft you will sccanovergrown
dirt path blocked off with dead tree
limbs. Take this trail.
This rut lined, overgrown path
is deceptively difficult. It is riddled
with mud puddles, the bottoms of
which are left to our imagination
each time your front tire plunges
into the silty brown water. Toward
tho end of this section is an old
wooden brid ge. Cross it if you can.
Tho fall is about six feet.

J.Hayi's Cinema
ive ' •
-P-K. Dr

That should insure cinematic
en|oyment. Rated PC£t& Call ,
IJoyt^for^howthnO^ ' ;,
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Concert
The - - JPortlami
S«pe
j »Iaff a
Association presents
^
newssries.especiallyfor the kid i»

M &if c . $uperst«fi h$gjn$ *m

l<&o«fi*Haa, Martin Scorsese's
feleMm. StarrmgRoberiDeMtno,
y^Littta- an4 Joe £o$<3 & New
H&&•ra»'bs**ir&* Tltis f ilm, is
in|r«dii>te - it is- a must see*
ShlawiMes-at &40 and 9:20 p.m.
Td%bti$&eiast$feowmg7 -

AvaW
mtectot Barry. , BatesCoHege(OiinArt&Csnter}
For information on the latest
Levinson (Rata Mas, Diner, a»d Tm Men) again &_&*$» life to ; ^*hiMf$,caU^$&$2$&
0aJSmerifeTi^iltmf*?]lovvsthelif«
Bowdoin College (Walker Art
of an immigrant,and was-ssleased
Building).
to critical acclaim It is definitely
On display are the Twentieth
worth choking Out, Rated & Cell
Century Artfrom theCoUectkmsv"
hoyt's for$howtimes*
Anothermteresdngexrabjtis'Twm
Rescuers Down tinder. Call Datet to Picasso;FiveCenturies of
Master Prints" (ra m a private
Hoyt's forshowtime&
collection, Showing until Dee, 9*
For moxeinfonna tion,caa725-300a ,

3atwday,Nov,l?at lr$0p4»> with
the hilarious singing duo
Rosenshontz:. Tickets-ats $8. Call
the mA« 772786$af a & Mf a,

Soon after the bndge, you will
find jrourself in the delivery area of
Super Shaw's market. Enjoy the
smooth ride out around the front,
acro ss the street to Hoyt's Cinema,
and make your way to the back left
corner of the Hoyts parking lot.
Drop off from here back into the
wooids. The first section is a fast,
wide path leading eventually to a
steepdrop off to another bridge on
your rig ht. Cross the bridge and
head up the hill toward Waterville
airport.
Amyriad of trails cut away from
this jath, which allows for many
new and different rides. I suggest
making your way up to the fringes
of th« airport and from there make
your own choice. Cut off the hill in
any direction and you will
ultimately wind up on a main road
whicliyou can follow back to Colby.

institution is looking for promise,'
and the system helps ensure that a
candidate of such promise will have
continued f romp age 6
the "potential to be a contributing
member of the faculty for their
Board of Trustees. The Dean of careers."
Faculty informs the candidate of
Although teaching is of primary
the President's recommendation.
importance to the committee,
If a candidate is denied tenure, McArthur said that a gifted teacher
he or she may petition for a who is not much of a scholar "is in
reconsideration , by showing many ways running out of
sufficient
reasons
for intellectual capital. The scholarly
reconsideration.
part replenishes the store-house,
As McArthur explained, tenure and enhances [the candidate's]
systems exist partly because "any discipline."

Besides McArthur, of the
Committee on Tenure and
Promotion are: Government
Professor Sandy Maisel, French
Professor Suellen Diaconoff ,
Biology Professors Jay Labov and '
Bob Cole, English Professors Doug
Archibald and Ed Kenney, Math
Professor Dale Skrien , and
Philosophy and Religion Professor
Debra Campbell. Committee
membership rotates,and three new
members are periodically
appointed to replace the three
members who "rotate out."Q

Alternatives

A large percentage of faculty
membersarere-appointedand most
who leave do so from choice, said
Beedee. He estimated that four
members of the faculty have left in
the last three or four years.
The series of contracts system
hasbeen used since theCollege was
founded in 1970.Therearecurrently
96 full-time faculty members,
according to Beedee. ?

Berklee College of Music in
Boston is hosting an exciting two
day foet^ on the music) industry
j Sibling Rivahry. Khstie Alley
presentedby theMationalAcademy
in
this
star
Carrie
Fisher
ofRecordingArts and Sciencesthis
afcxt .
l&ted
PO'1& Showtime*
Monday and Tuesday, Nov.i9-W.
coin^yv
Thecenterpieceof this event will be
at?and 9;1^ p,m+ Tonightisthelast
on Monday when acclaimed
shewing*
producerRussTitelman(produced
ColbyCollege
j Graveyard ShifL A horrorfilm
EricClapton,Steve Win wood and
The
Museum
of
Art
in
Bixler>
Stephen
King
short
baibd on the
Chaka Khan) wilt exhibit the
An
exhibition
of
30
photographs
of
7;1£
production of a live, digital
story* KatodR, Showrimesat
thetearirtgdown
of
the
Berlin
Wall
recording;Forfurtherinfo,call (617)
anil -9r30 p,m. Tttiright is the last
AtRaouf'sRoadsideAttraction;
shown.
come
photos
The
is
being
(x32£). Tickets are
266-1400
sh^Wjng.
in Portland, every Sunday i&horae
from
the
Cerman
consulate
in
TicketmasterOutj fet$,
at
available
to "Unplugged" night; all acoustic
jjMEr.Destiny, MidiaeiCaineand sets performed by local muacians, Berlin
jMBelushistar in this fantasyfilm Monday is Open Mike Night,
about changing ©ne^ fate/Rated staft5ngat8p.m, Ifs agoodehanee
PCJ13,Showtfcnesat? and 9r30p,nn to strut your stuff, The club is
En^s.tonight
- located off exit 6B on 1*296- This
The Portland Stage Company
Bdfe Brkkell and the New
Fridaynightis"PortYideoAB^Star will be putting on the production Bphemians will be performingat
[Ghost. Yes, this &hn is sSlf Nighr'VWatchfunny Stcksmagreat Loot by joe Orton from, Oct. -3d
showingyou don'thaveanyidea -' pub atmOSphere^Cafl77fr$&$ for through Nov.IS. It is a wild satire COLBY$at night! The openingact
isAattecCamera. Ticketsare$12in
wfc* it's about by now,you have more information*
"exposing the ignorance and a dvance, and $15 at the door.Hie
no jtfghtto.Rated PG-3&Showtfanes
brutalitythat lurkbehindthefacade show begins at 8 p.rnM%$.Q&Tvi$:<&p.m~
The MooseAlley Safoofton46 of social respectability" Maur ice
Market St., Portland <?7&,524$}i$ Charrney,distinguished^professor
The Indigo Girls are comingto
EChHd*s Flay II. The latest featuring live bandsali weekend* vt English gt Rutgers University,
the
Portland ExpoBuHdingon Dee.
hoifftbr venture to be shown at MondayisMondayNightFootball and author of the book,$00Orton,
ft oy-ire
1
$
at $#Q p.m. Tickets may be
in*0blood, gore night, with $4.50 Moosehead willbeonhand to lend insights into
Hp^S* j
be
awa&ttle el^thisfilro could for pitchers* Thursday night,"Panic the production Call 774-0/465for purchased at all Ticketron outlets
oar chargeticketsby phone> Call tyea Sated R.
Station/'ajanimingguarte^wiilbe moreinformation,
^30-382-8080.
playing. ThisFridayand Saturday ^
STARTING FRIDAY: night, "Swift Ice Cubes" will be. The Portland. Concert
Outing Club Cabin. Only 10
Howe Alone- JohnHughes'latest performing,. Check 'em taut,floors Association presents noted pianist miles awayfrom Mayflower HiHis
fitoabout a childleft at home alone open at 8 p.m,, and the hand goes Peter Serkin in a solo recital at a beautiful lakce-front spot that is
Portland City Hall Auditorium on ypurs to take advantage of. ju st
ancf the havoc that hecreates- The on at 9:30 p.m. $2 cover charge.
ustiai Hughesfilm,no doubt. Rated
Tuesday,Nov.l3at7:30p.m. Peter pick up a map at the Outing Club
At The XtryT>ockin Portland, $0rkin has: established; himself as casein the Student Center.
PClCaiirfeyt's for showtimes*
this Fridaynight. Blue Root will be one of the most highly esteemed
KockyV* YeSy Siy'si gotngtotry to pertottmng, '^ttttr aay nxgnt, tne musicians pettorming today. * Ht&
The next offering from the
milfe ns for more money. They , Bostonrockband "VelcroPeasattts' programIncludesworksbyMozart , Biology film festival wiii b» a
¦
ahoisld have stopped after the first w&Wreckingthehouse,Call774- £rahnAS, Beethoven, Chopin, double feature: The Addict Brain
tAeberson, Cachr and Knussen, and High-Tech Babies, They will
Rociy,or at leastthe second The =3$50 for more information.
Tickets ate $25> $20> SIS.and $10, be shown on Mon., Nov, 3$ at 7
ideaseesmsto be gettinga littleold*.
Attest tfteori ginalRockydirector,
^nd good seats are still available. pjn* in the Audiovisual Viewing
Cm the PCA at Wf r m t) for Room In the basement of Miller
John Avildsen (who aJso directed
inforntationy
Karate&Id, fl, & III) will be back.
Library.

TBiis circuit offers challenging,
muddy terrain, steep hills, exciting
decents,and a multitude of choices,
making this rideone of my favorites.
Two tricf warnings: always weara
hclmot because trees and rocks have
a funny way of getting directly in
your path, and secondly, until
Thanksgiving, wear colorful
clothing so that deer hunters don't
mistake you for a ten point buck.Q

System

continued from p age 7

contract. A more extensive review
is then conducted at the end of this
contract. A recommendation from
the "school" is passed to the
Committee
on
Faculty
Appointment and Promotion, and
then to the president.
The committee consists of five
faculty members, elected by the
faculty, and two student members,
elected by the student body.
Ten-year contracts arc granted
to professors whose second
contracts arc renewed.If a contract
is cut after either the three or fourycarcontracts,the professoris given

a terminal year contract.
Administrators "feel the system
workswell,"said Becdee. "But more
importantly, the faculty docs." He
pointed out that , both the faculty
and the student body have a say in
contract appointment and have not
challenged the system in its 20 year
existence.
"They must feel just as secure as
they would any whcieclse,"he said.

Time 's Running Out!

—^<s

Mountain Bike Giveaway will be over SOON!!
So next time you stop in for a cup of coffee and a cookie at
Just Desserts, register for a chance to win a Brand New
^v
Mountain Bike!!
^^^^ 0^^^
^ ^^,.^^
(no purchase necessa ry)
{ ^^^Kl ^
%l ' ^^lP
Drawing will be held at the Edie Brickell Concert on the 17th
of November

l^^^^^l
^§g| ^

COLBY

COLBV IN CfiEN,FRBNCE

SPEND A YEAR OF YOUR LIFE TOTALLY
SUBMERGED IN SPANISH CULTURE, WHILE YOU
ATTTEND CLASSES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
SALAMANCA , THE FOURTH OLDEST UNIVERSITY
IN EUROPE.
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET IT!

SPEND fl VERB ABROAD IN NORTHERN FRRNCE:
LIU ING , B R E A T H I N G , RND STUDYING IN
FRENCH
CULTURE. VOU D BE AMAZED RT UJHHT
A VERB
RBRORD
CRN DO FOR VOUR
PERSPECTIDE
ON
THINGS.
COLBV S
OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDYING RBRORD RRE
HERE FOR VOU TO TAKE FULL RDURNTRGE OF.
APPLICATION

DEADLINE:

APPLICATION DEADLINE: DECEMBER

F I N D OUT MORE!

COME TO THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFICE ,
ROOM 009 , MILLER LIBRARY
OPEN MON. -FRI., 1-5 P.M.

ll

CLOSE
T
SHAVIANS ]
<?£&&$€ :$&&taMD S H My
•s«ca^ :off .^oVe,-..filistastte
and otberlftiidra ;gnii-Es
firijm f a m...sw&tbe Man,

'

Will do typ ing/word processing in my home
of f i ce to include term p a p e r,s resumes ,
newsletters , etc . Laser quality printing .
Please contact Glori a Veilleux, 3 China Road ,
Winslow, ME or call 872-5031 any time .

"The K O B

,„
Call Ahead Orders
Ah

^c

M n M

R

465-3292

|^

465-3293

WATCH OUR BOARD

R

FOR WEEKLY SPE CIALS

E

BEER * WINE
SODA * PIZZA
SANDWICHES
GROCERIES

& *^

*
\

¦

S(

—

/

^^^
- ^
V-x*^ ^

1

^ ^ ^^^^ R
m)18" Fresh Dough Pizza

V^^^^^

G^V^^^^

Ca«^^Cltopa4t»,
ajadl,-iSJj. idBm
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FIND OUT MORE!
COME TO THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFICE ,
ROOM 009, MILLER LIBRARY
OPEN MON.-FRI., 1-5 P.M.

DECEMBER 1

COLBY PERF ORminG BEIS / ^ ^ ^K
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IN SALAMANCA- SPAIN

y
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26 OAK STREET
OAKLAND , MAINE

CALL:

Ifo LittCe bookstore 'That Coutd

We buy back
ffiM9W
textbooks
Ij&s-tJfi^ 1
all year!
|WWr^ |
in
Mft^Wnl Best prices town!
? Quality Books and Magazines
?> Special Orders
?Cards and 1991 Calendars
? Sunday New York Times & Boston Globe

f tskj isabout additional10% discount!

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square, Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5

1

:
BAR BOTT LES

tf

Delivery Service

O

^liil pm
^i^liX
o.oo
to lo.oo pm
™

E
¦"*
L

Featuring Drive Thru Service

872-3338

«—~.

n

OPEN Savers Days a Week
6:00 am to 12:00 Midnight

^If Uf
in the cellar ,
Strider th eater ,
nov.H s .1 5U5 , 17 , 1990. 8pm

(seating is limited, plaasa rassrve earl .)

a

AVAILABLE WARM OR COLD

AT DISCOUNT PRICES
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ACCESSORIES
<w
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CREATE
YOUR OWN
PACKAGE -SAVE UP

TUNE-UPS
$ 1 49 5
with Blndlna Ch.ck

WITH
40%
Purchase of
Skis , Boots & Bindings

[

Hi
m

n
* n
-Goggles-Gaters
-Ski & Boot Bags
-Ski Totes

TO

,

SNOWBOARDS

-Closaout Kimper & notsl

Hi Snowboirds with Oindlncs
.

HB -nosilonol 1001 Snowbonrdi
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PACKAGES
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JcLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS ^^P^^^ / ™
Main SI. • FalriJeld
_B
X
^*V
453"9rS0
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Mon.-Thurs. A Sat, ft-5 , Fri. 0-8
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Available
^

Campus Rep Wanted To

Classifieds

^ii^^ .^^ !^]^y^^^^^^^
s5^£^^^ i^^^^^ H ^^^^ IBRun
^_lSki And Spring Break

WAKE AND BAKE!! FOR
SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA/
CANCUN/MARGAR1TA
ISLAND. Starting at $449!
Organized group travel free!
Book early and save $30.

Trips For Free Travel Or
Commission. Call SnoSearch (413) 533-1600.

Graduate Schoofi of
Architecture , Planning,
and Preservation

The Shape of
TwoCities:
S^SewYork/ Faris

¦o-

are being offered by

NECUSE

Special Undergraduate Program. A junior year
introduction to architecture, urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the first
semester in New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility in the historic Marais district.

New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education
at
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE, BOWDOIN COLLEGE,
BROWN UNIVERSITY , COLBY COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, SMITH COLLEGE,
TRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
WILLIAMS COLLEGE AND YALE UNIVERSITY

The program offers a choice of academic terms:
1. Summer ,1991 in New York and Fall, 1991 in Paris.
2. Fall, 1991 in New York and Spring, 1992 in Paris.
Applications due March 15, 1991

in the fields of

Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from:

ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
EARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
NEUROSCIENCE AND PHYSICS

i

Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
(212) 854-3510

Stipend: $3,000
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
will be available in your
Science Departments and Career Counseling Offices
after December 15, 1990

Columbia University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution
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Assemblers: Excellent income to
assemble products from your
home.
504-646-1700 Dept. P6683.

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

App lica tions ar e being accep t ed for
t he 1991- 1992 academic year at t he

I

$EASY MONEY!!! I will pay $25
for your phone book. Call Lee
Ramsey Collect at: (615) 577-7237.
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@©f Amtnesty before you get caught.

Ma ine Tax Amnesty ends December 31. You can count the days for yourself. But if y ou or your busines s
still owes the State back taxes—and you don 't file for Amn esty by the deadl ine-you can count on owing
a lot more,
Tax Amnesty lets you pay what you owe, plus just half the accrued i nterest , w i th no add i t ional f i nes or
penalties. And no questions asked.
But if you don 't take advantage of this one-time chance, a sophisticated new computer track i ng system
will make sure you don 't get away with it-whether you owe indiv idual Maine income tax. ..sales tax or
withholding tax from your business. ..or other state taxes.
When you 're caught, the penalties will be tougher th a n ever, with substant iall y
i»aw
^
J5fflfi___85_3^_», in creased fines, and one. of the most powerful levy and seizure laws anywhere,
,,
That means the taxes you owe—along with all interest and fines-can
JtM^^^^mSS'
^k
seized
account, or your weekl y payJjP^^^ fT^B^ggg^^
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Barrels-$30.89 + +
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Busch 1/4 Barrel- $19.89++
W' t t u m a b l t s ! j
Busch Bar Bottle Case-$9.49++
"1
Mon-Wed 7am-9pm
Call us today!! We've got the I
Thurs - 'ul 10Pm
fastest and least expensive
Sun 12P m "7P m
delivery in town!! We're
¦ FrL and Sat - °P en 'til midnight!!]
here to serve you!

"People Kill To Swill With Big Bill"

*Watch Repairs
*Jewelry Repairs
*Ring Sizing
*E ar P iercing
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Downtown Waterville

DAVE'S
BARBERSHOP
TUES-FRI: 7.30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
873-1010
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offer good Monday & Tuesday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
not v alid with any other offer
customer pays sales tax and bottle deposit
limited delivery area to ensure safety
our drivers carry less than $20

CALL US: 873-0100
40 ELM ST., WATERVILLE
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Men's soccer ends spectacular season at 13-1-2
By Amy Vreeland
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
The men 's soccer team
completed their winning season
with a final record of 13-1-2 after a
tough 2-1 loss to Williams College

"Tournament games
differ from regular
season games because its
always in the ba ck of
your mind t h at a loss
means the end of the
season."
-Mike Gorra '92
in the ECAC Division III semifinals
last Thursday at Colby.
Williams scored first midway
throu gh the first period and then
again with 0:56 left in the half to

Colby is beaaten by Williamsin a hard-fought loss for the men's soccer team

photo by Tara Taupier

make the score 2-0 at half time. With
8:30 left to play, Doug Oppenheimer
'92 scored for Colby on a pass from
Colin MacArthur '92 but the play
was ruled offsides.

First-year midfielder Pat Skulley
put Colby on the scoreboard with
1:51 remaining in the game with a
shot from 15 yards out. Williams
outshot Colby 11-9 while White

Mules goalie Jason Eslick '92 had
seven saves. On Sunday Williams
went on to defeat Wesleyan 2-0 to
win . their
fourth
ECAC
championship.

After blowing what was once an
11 point lead, the Mules found
themselves trailing by a field goal
with only 0:50 remaining and 65
yards from their end zone.
"I wasn't too worried because
last week we drove 80-yards in a
minute, " explained Coach Tom
Austin. "I told them this time we

only had to go 65.
The pressure was on
quarterback Rob Ward '93,who had
a superb day off the bench, after
starter, James Dionizio '92, went

A 16 yard completion to Steve
Hatch '93 gave the Mules first and
goal with no timeouts left. Ward
quickly threw an incomplete pass
to stop the clock with only seven
seconds remaining in the game.
A field goal would give the
Mules a 20-20 tie and the
championship, but that would not
be good enough. "My plan was to
go get two plays in. The first would
be for the touchdown and we'd only
go for the field goal if we had to,"
said Austin.
Ward took the snap and was
forced to scramble. After running
around for a few seconds to avoid a
sack it was too late for the Mules to
get two plays off. It was all or
nothing. Suddenly, tight end Paul
Baisley '91 got free in the end zone

They were more skilled than
we were," said George Linge '92.
"The wind accentuated that - they
could keep the ball on the ground
better than we could. If they hadn't
scored the second goal we would
have been in good shape - we've
been down before and come away
with the win. But being down two
goals is a tou gh situation."
Midfielder Brian Wiercinski '92
was forced to leave the game when
he suffered a broken collarbone
during a collision with a Williams
player. "Th e first 15 mi n utes of the
game were very close," he said.
"The wind was a big disadvantage
- we played with our backs up
against the wall the entire first half."
Eslick said that the strong wind
played a sign ific ant role in the
direction the game took. "It was
very frustrating to work against the
wind in the first half - it made it
dif f icult for th e d efen se to clear the
ball. Both of the Williams goals were
shot at close range. They weren't
Soccer continued on page 19*

Third CBB title is sweet ending for Mules
By Kebba Tolbert
STAFF WRITER

The Colby Mules came back in
dramatic fashion late in the fourth
quarter on Saturday to sneak out a
win and the CBB Championship
against Bowdoin, 23-20.

"This victory will live on
for years in my mind.
This is a tribute to our
players and coaches. "
-Coach Tom Austin

Colby celebrates as the Mules clinch third strai ght CBB.

photo by ban brig ht

out with a concussion. With 3:01 to
go in the game and Colby looking
to sit on their 17-14 lead, Ward
fumbled on his own 25. yard line.
Bowdoin recovered and drove in
for the score. The extra point attempt
was blocked by Len Baker '93 and
the Polar Bears found themselves
ahead 20-17.
Ward, who had something to
prove after his near fatal mistake,
responded by driving 41 yards in
25 seconds. With 0:19 left, Ward
found his team first and ten on the
Bowdoin 26 yard line.

Male Harriers make history
By Beth Cronin
STAFF WRITER
On Saturday, cross country
runners across the nation raced at
eight regional sites for the right to
represent their region at the NCAA
Division III Championships.
Colby's male harriers outdistanced
23 teams, including per ennial
champs,Brandeis University,to win
the Region I title for the first time in
Colby history.
Although under the NESCAC
doctrine Colby is not allowed to
advance to the National
Championships, the much coveted
title was emotionally received b y a
team whose season's goal became a
reality.
Coach Wescott predicted , four
years ago, that theclassof'91,which
included the exceptional runners of
Dave Donnelly'91, Marc Gilbcrtson
'91,and KcntThompson '91, would

go far. Their dedication to training
and leadership were two of the
essential elements that propelled
this team to the top of the Regional
Championship.
In a sport usually viewed as
highly individual, Wescott recalled
the strong team unity, which
enabled Thompson and the team to
reach such hi gh success. After
missing all but one meet in the 1989
cross country season due to a foot
injury and having struggled
through the start of the 1990 season,
Thompson found himsel f running
at the front of the pack alongside
teammates
Donnelly
and
Gilbcrtson at tho NESCAC
Championshi ps.
Elated by Thompson 's now
found confidence, the other two
Colby runners hold back at the finish
line allowing Thompson to cross
first. This vote of appreciation, by
two greatly respected teammates,
inspired Thompson in the three
remaining meets of the season,

Women's .
x- country
places nintn
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By M^m Schwartz,

STAFFWRITER

'The Colby women 's cross
country
team placed ninth overall
including his ECAC victory.
on
Saturday
at the New England
At the regional competition,
Plvisj
on
III
Championships i*t
Thompson finished eighth with a
time of 25:55 only two seconds Southeastern Mn$sac.husetts
behind the national qualifying time, University,Despite the muddy and
while Donnelly and Gilbcrtson rainy conditions, all rtmnevs
placed 12th and 20th respectively. f inished in the top htff of the 186
In addition to the senior force, competitor, rounding outColby's "top five"are
sophomores Ben Trevor , who
placed 12th out of the 273 finishers,
and Greg Rideout '92 a consistent
runner with quality performances
who kept the team time spread to
45 seconds with his 26:40 finish at
SMU. Brian Carlson '94 ran a 36th
place finish followed by Barrett
Smith '91 who ran a commendable
28:03 over the five mile course.
With a NESCAC team victory,
Donnelly and Gilbcrtson 's one-two
finishatthcStatcmce^Thompson's
ECAC victory and the ' NCAA
Regional title, this year had been a
fine culmination for the three
seniors and an exciting start for the
underclassmcnO

and Ward connected. The
completion gave them their third
consecutive CBB.
After the game Baisley said "We
knew a tie wasn't good enough.
The play wasn't even designed for
me. I was the last option. It'sexciting
because this is my first TD in four
years."
"This victory will live on for
years in my mind. This is a tribute
to our players and coaches. Rob did
won derfully. He's a great tea m
player," said Austin with a well
deserved smile.
The Mules became onl y the
second team in the CBB history to
three-peat; Bowdoin did it in 197475-76. Ward also tied a 27 year old
record for throwing the most TD's
in a game with threeO

Michelle Severance '04 finished
fifth overall at 18:17 placing her in
the top nine who qualify 'for
national, Jennifer Hartshorn '94
placed 53rd, Colleen MnJlcck '91
placed 54th , Polly Sheridan '92
placed 73rd, Lesley Eydenborg '$>1

aUo to move up far enough,
"Everyone had a strong finish
andindividually they did wefy bUt
the,conditions were not conducive
to fast running/'
Severance leaves at the ond of
theweekforGrinoll College in Iowa
for
Saturday 's
N CAA

Championships*

"{ think she has a good shot at
comingbackan All-Amorican/'said
A j ltVon To do so would mean
placing In the top 25 out of 136
runners, "She's going to have to
really push i t,bu 11think she has the
ability/' continued Aitken. "She's a

tough runner, she's in shape and
she's ready foranything that comes
her ;way*"
Colbybattled 33other teams for
their position, William* took first
placed 80th* Christiw? Mentor/94 wikh^poiMsfoJlowed byBoWdOm
placed 90th, and Theresa Sulliva n. (92 points), Smith (149 points),
'91 placed fll si.
Middlebury (16/t points), Bates(|82
"We were a H-ita disappointed po>nts),Brahdoi$$24 potato),Tufts
With our overall Ma ruling. We WOre (262 points), University of Southern
hoping for fifth or oven eighth/ Maine (266 points), Colby (275
said Coach Debbie Aitken * points), nnd the U,$, Const Cuard
"Everyone went ou t too <2f& points) .Because Williams and
conservative for tin* first m)hs Bowdoin are both NESCA C teams
bOcause of the Wet slippery and arc unable lo compete on a
conditions* Wc wero able to pass a na tional level,Smit h will represent
lot of people, but wo ju «t weren 't Now England at the natiimnteO

I-PLAY Update ;
Co-ed Football

Dana Destroyers 12-6. The Pierce
Panthers defeated the Pigliners 126 Thursday.
The play-offs started this
Monday as the Treworgy Trojans
advanced beating the Panthers.
Thesoletouchdowncameona pass
fro m Brian Quinn '91 to ; Ryart
Crosbie '94. Key defensive plays
late in the game came from Darren
DeMonsi '94, who intercepted a
pass, and Ruben Santiago '93, who
recovered a fumble. Also starring
for the Trojans was inspirational
leader Rachel Herf '94, who made
some key defensive plays. For the
Panthers,Leach, Rich Rusnack '91,
and Greg JacobsoQn '91 excelled.
The Woodpeople also advanced
in the play offs as they dismantled
the Foss Hallucinogenic Toads 212. They scored on a pass from Mike
Zhe '93 to David Lane '94. But the
highlight of the game for the
Woodpeople occurred late in the
game when Tom Seery '94
intercepted a pass and ran 50 yards
to the two yard line. The high
scoring Tolbert scored from there.
The Treworgy Trojans and the
Woodpeople will have a rematch
in the semifinal tomorrow.
The winner of that game will
lay
p the other semifinal winner at
1:00 p.m. on Saturday for the
Championship.Q

By Greg Greco
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
In the final week of the regular I
PLAY football season, the Foss
Hallucinogenic Toadsled their way
to the play-offs defeating
Arachnophobia 12-6 on Mon., Nov.
6. Arachnophobia also made the
play-offs.
Two of the favorites, the
Woodpeople and the Treworgy
Trojans played one of the better
gamesof the weeklast Wednesday,
as the Woodpeople won 16-13. Jon
Chenard '94, of Treworgy, helped
his team in the losing effort with
some stellar defense. KebbaTolbert
'94 proved the difference scoring
two touchdowns for the winning
Woodpeople.
The Pierce Panthers went down
to undefeated Drummond (6-0) this
past Sunday. Drummond was led
by the amazing Todd Astor '91,
who caught three touchdown
passes and intercepted two Chuck
Leach '91 passes, as Drummond
rolled 21-0. Pierce, led by
quarterback Leach, who had some
fine runs, fell to 3-3.
Wednesday's games featured a
preview of the play-offs as
Drummond held on to defeat the

ii " i

there:it was on page 19 of the
Monday Morning Sentinel: *CB8!
CBB!CBB* Colbythree-peats with
last second victory/' And & p*t
mademethinfcforasecond-avrary
long second. And my thought
started to wander just a. little past
that Sweet victory over those
loveaiblePolarBears,
Who would of thought? After
losing most of last year's storting
lineup, who would have believed
thattheColby football teamwould
wind up picking tip their third
straightCBB crown? WhydidPaul
Baisley'91 wait ifbur years before
catching a touchdown pass? And
whydid it have to comewith only
©Wleftin hislastgameof hiscareer
as a Mute? Why did the Sentinel
use the name foe Montana i n the
same sentence as Rob Ward '93?
And wheredid LettBaker'PScome
from and how long can we keep
him? Was it thecheerleaders?
Who wouldof thought?AColby
men's soccer team going 12-0-2 in

I

Devastator of the weekKent Thompson
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FOOTBALL
n/ t 0 Col 23 Bowt 2fl

. OT ehmopfc

MEN'S SOCCER
11/8 Will, I Col, 1
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
11/10 1st at NCAA qualify ing meet
,
WOMAN'S O*0SS COUNTRY
11/10 9th place at NJKngtnnds
11/1? NCAA Champ, at Crinnell Coll, lA TBA
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NESCACs?Would a. hmingman
not put moneyon her to become an
AlJ+AmericanthlS Weekend? After
seein g her run all season, only a
fool would pass up the chance to
th e regularseason, finally finishing make some cash. Oh> to be ableto
at 13-1-2. Did anyonereallybeliev^ run like the wind.«
Who wowldof thought?Three
f ii the beginningat the season that
runners
on one team , each so
this team would go undefeatedin.
thereguterseason,endingit witha. unselfish that they would virtually
ranking of number one in New slow down to givetheother runner
England and number four In the a: taste of victory* Aren't such
nation? Remember the double teammates best created by a very
overtimewin?DougQppenheimer, good fiction writer? Is it fair that
Donnelly'9l/ Kent
what did it feel like to score that Colby hasDave
r
h ompson 9l 4 and MarcGiibertson
winning goat voth 0:2$. left? Mark T
r91 all on thesame team? Do they
Serdjenian,whatwasitlike to coach
this wonderful + soceer team? k now h ow much easier my job
Bowdoin, what is it like to keep becom es withrunners like tha t?
Who wouldof thought?Up here
losingin theclosingsecondsagainst
in
Waterville,
Maine, where the
US?
Who wouldof thought?A quiet winter winds start to howl just a
shy first year student breaking few weeks early, who would of
courserecordsi n her veryfirst cross thought that so much good could
CQuntrymeets.Whoknew Michelle come out of one season. Certainly
Severancewas goingto becomethe not Tom Hanrahan and certainly
first female Colby runner to win. not L Congratulationsto allu

good shots on the goal - more just
crashing the net. Our team as a
whole played well. In the second
h al f we d efinitel y sparked and
almost tied the game - we just came
up short."
"We played a good game." said
co-captain Niles Parker '91.
"Williams was the best skilled team
that we've faced. We knew going
into it that they had won the
championship three years in a row,
that they had some All-American
players, and that they had real
tournament experience."
Colby had not appeared in an
ECAC tournament in 12 years,
which also gave Williams an
advantage. "None of the guys on
our team had p layed in a
tournament while some of the
Williams players had been in one
four years in a row," said Mike
Gorra '92. "Tournament games
differ from regular season games
because it's always in the back of

your mind that a loss means the
end of the season."
"They managed to get two goals.
That killed us," said Parker. "We
haven't h ad goals scored against us
like t ha t all year - a bad bounce that
manages to get into the net.We had
a prett y good attitude goin g int o
the second h a lf a nd we f elt like we
could still tie."
"I was really proud of our effort
even though we lost," said Linge.
"We could have folded but we
played hard the whole game. We
dominated them in the second half
- we just couldn't score two goals
that were legal."
Coach MarkSerdjenian's White
Mules finished their regular season
undefeated and ranked number one
among New England Division III
teams and number six nationally.
"Being undefeated our whole
season is a great accomplishment,"
said Eslick. "The teams are always
very even in a tournament so that
anything can happen -especially in
soccer where the best team often
doesn't win. "Q

Sports Shorts
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Continued from page 18
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PauIArgiro .
SPORTS EDITOR

Soccer

Devastator of the Week
The Devastator of the Week
award goes to Kent Thompson '91
of the men's cross country team.
After missing all of last season with
a foot injury and having a
disappointing first half of this
season,Thompson has become Mr.
November. Last week he won the
ECAC Division III Championship,
coming in ahead of 165 runners.
This past weekend he came in first
for the Mules in the NCAA
qualifying meet as Colby won the
Regional
I championship.
Unfortunately, he missed the
NCAA qualifying time by two
seconds, but his accomplishments
this'month have been enough to
earn him the Devastator Award .
Congratulations again to Kent
Thompson.Q

¦
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The FOOTBALL team wrapped
up its regular season at Bowdoin
on Sat., taking home the CBB for
the third consecutive time, 23-20.
Colby led 17-14 and had the ball
with 3:01 remaining when
quarterback Rob Ward '93 fumbled
the ball. Bowdoin recovered and
scored the go ahead touchdown
with 0:50 left in the game. With the
Polar Bears ahead 20-17,Ward then
orchestrated a Montana-Hke attack,
driving the Mules65yards in under
a minute. With 0:07 to go, Ward hit
Paul Baisley '91 for the winning
touchdown and the CBB crown.
The catch was Baislcy 's first
touchdown grab in his four years.
The victory was the Mules third
straight win.

The SOCCER team finished its
illustrious season last Thurs. after
they lost to a scrappy Williams
team, 2-1. The loss, which came in
the semi-finals of the ECACs in
which Colby was seeded first, put
their final record at 13-1-2. After
goingdown 2-0 in the first half, and
having a goal get called back with
an off-sides call, Pat Skulley '94
scored with 1:50 to go in the game.
The WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY team placed ninth
overall this weekend at the New
Eng land
Division
. Ill
Championship s at Southern
University ,
Massachusetts
Michelle Severance '94, finished

fifth overall in a timeof 18:17 under
wet and muddy conditions. Her
finish qualified her for the NCAA
champ ionship to beheld atGrinncll
College in Iowa on Sat. If she
finishes in the top 25 out of 136
runners, she will be named a
Division 111 All-American.
CROSS
The
MEN'S
COUNTRY team finished first in
the NCAA Regional I qualif ying
meat this weekend. Kent
Thompson '91 finished first for the
Mules with a timeof 25:55, just two
seconds behind the eventual
qualifying time. This first place goes
along with Thompson 's recent
ECAC victory to finish a remarkable
month.Q

Each fall , the Echo Sports Staff realizes that some athletes have risen above the rest to shine in their sport. We saw a g l impse of some of these
athletes when we released the mid-season cuts above the rest. Now, we present to you, the 1990 All-Fall Team.

Compiled by :
Sports Editor Paul Argiro and Staff Writers Beth
Cronin and Marci Schwartz

Andrea Soleraita

In this her fourth year on the varsity fieldhockey team,
Andrea Solomita'91 hasledthe team in scoring for thepast
twoyearsendingthisseason with five goals and threeassists,
Solomita*whoplaysthe left linkposiiion,also led the team in
interceptionsand tackleswith 39for the year*Coach Pluck
said, "Andrea is just a great gutsy player.She gives it her all
and putsher heart into every game.Theteam will really miss
her next year/'
Solomfta,a senior captain from Sto neham,MA,would tell
you that this year'sfieldhockeyseason,was adisappointment.
They all had such high hopes in the beginning. Solomita,
lierself, was named second team Ali-Americart last season
;and observers hoped that she would repeat again this year.
Why should we expectanything less?
In a season with more downs than ups, Solomita was a
bri
j ght spot on the fieldsHer level of play far exceeded many
around her> Her shoes will be tough to fiUO

Chris Flint

Probably one of the most difficult tasks was picking one
player from this year's men's soccer team. When a team
finishes 13-1-2, with their only loss coming in the semi-finals
of the ECAC tournament, it is difficult t o choose j u st one
player. But after careful deliberation and a firm idea that
picking two players would tempt us to pick three and maybe
more, this year's representative from the men's soccer team
is scoring wiz Chris Flint '92.
"Goal scoring takes a certain knack and Chris has it - not
everyone can be taught that," said Coach Mark Serdjenian.
Flint had 10 goals and five assists this year for a total of 25
points. "He's been a really consistent performer and a very
strong scoring force over the last three years,"said Serdjenian.
As a first -year student, Hint combined 10 goals and an assist
for 21 points. Last season he had 9 goals and 2 assists for 20
points.
Flint will be back again next year at the fullback position.
He hopes to continue his scoring ways and he has a slight
chance of breaking Colby'sail-time career scoring record .On
a team with many all-stars,Flint shone just a little brighter .Q

Kent Thompson

The 1990 All-Fall Team. Back row (L-R) ; Dave Donnelly, Len Baker,J eff Hartwell. Frosh how (L-R) ;
P "°t0 °y Chris Brown
Charlotte
Reece
,
Lisa
Black,
Michelle
Severance.
Missing:
Chris
Flint
Andrea Solomita,
, Kent Thompson.
Championships, which serve as qualifiers for the nationals.
"This season was really surprising. I expected to come
into college competitio n and be a littl e fish in a bi g pond,"said
Severance. She hopes to make All-American this weekend,
which includes the top 25 runners of the race.Q

Lisa Black

To benumber one on a tenmsteamfeanacCOmplisftment
enough* To be number one on an undefeated team is
outstanding. And such is the case with ju nior Lisa Black,
although.it wasn't always like that.
Man'a Kim '93 started the year as the mwiber one singles
player.But then fclackcameon the sceneandwasdetermmed
to play at thenumber one position.Shehad beaten Kim tho
previous year in the Maine State Championship$md deep
down she feh she tva^ the better player,
WeltBlackdid earn the number one positionand remained
undefeated throughout the season, She repeated as Maine
StyteChampion,again defeating Kim in the finals.ForBI$tck,
being a member of the All-Fall team i$ju$t one more honor ih
a continuousstring of victorics.Q

Kent Thompson c&me off a foot inj ury which sidelined
him for the 1%9 season and waited un til tho second half of
this season to have one of th e best cross count ry years of his
career* His performances speak for themselves.
Jeff Hartwell '91 has been a member of the golf team for
He finished first in the NESCAC Championships, fi rst in four years now. This year he served as captain of the young
thcECACtournament in which hOOutdistanced I66runn0rs, squad. For the entire fall, he played the number one position
a nd he finished first for Colby*> eighth overall *at the NCAA on the team, and for anyone who has picked up a set of clubs
Regional Championships this past weekend. His time of before, that in itself is a great accomplishment.
25:55 in the Rogionals was only two seconds behind the
A steady performer over his years on the team, he played
notional qualifying time, Ho helped form the senior1 trio t hat in most of Colby's matches and turned in scores consistently
CoachjimWescott predicted would bringgood things to this in the 70's or low 80's. A highlight of this season was the
team.
Bowdoin Invitational Tournament in which Hart well's scores
In his four ycarsasa cross- country run ner,ho can graduate of 78 and 82 paced the team to its win over ten other schools.
knowing he wma member of one of the f i nestHarrier temi$ According to Coach Sid Farr, "Hartwell is an effective leader
Colby has ever known, He, along with Donnelly, arc surely who exerts a positive influence on the team."
an inspiration lo tho young team they leave behmdD
Hartwell also led the golf team to the CBB title this year.
He was a consistent shooter for the Mules and he will be
missed next ycar.Q
In her first year of college competition,Michelle Severance
'94 has accumulated a long list of accomplishments in cross
country. In her first race over, against USM, Severance broke
Dave Donnelly '91 joins teammate Kent Thompson '91 as
a long-standing course record. She also became the first a member of the All-Fall team. Cross country is the only sport
Colby runner to win the NESCACs. And she has qualified for to have two entrants because wc had the recommendation of
national competition.
Coach Jim Wescott to choose both runners. In a remarkable
Placing fourth in the ECAC championship was another of season, they teamed up to be an impeccable force.
Severance's accomplishments, but one with which she was
Donnelly, in his fourth year of cross country, had one of
disappointed.
his best seasons yet. In early October, he started his winning
"I didn't run with my head," she said. "I started out way ways leading the Harriers to a victory over Bowdoin, USM,
too fast and burned myself out." She slowed down to walk at and Maine Maritime, finishing in the fourth fastest time ever
one point, but still managed to come in fourth.
recorded at Colby. He also took first place for Colby in tho
Most recently, Severance placed fift h in the New England

Jeff Hartwell

Michelle Severance

Dave Donnelly

Maine State Meet ., third place overall in the NESCAC
Cha m pionshi ps, second a t th e ECACs and he hel p ed the
Harriers win the Regional title.
With consistent finishes in the top three places for Colby,
Donnelly was an inspiration and a leader on a team of top
runners .Q

Leu BaM^r

When most pcciple on campus mention Colbyfootball,
the first name mentioned is ten Baker '93, In his debut last
season,, he was natricid a member of the All-NESCACteanu
As linebacker/ be vi^a perennial force againstboth the run
and thepass,And ttiis year,nothing lesswasexpected of him.
But then things-changed for the worse for the football
team last spring. It jj ebkedas if Coach Tom Austin wasnot
going to be able to iitfl everyposition Come the start of the
season. He asked fts players to take now and unfamiliar
roles, And Baker obliged.
Using his size :J9fx feet, 205 lbs.- j ind his speed, Baker
quicklyadjusted to rjwiwingbackwhile) <caping hi$h'rtebackcr
sp t, In hisfirst garp*,he rushed for 140 yards on 11 carries.
And this season, hehjad four 100 yard games, including**123
ya rds against Midcilebury.Last week against Bowdoin, he
added S5y»rd$ tohrlng his season total to $31ru$hmg yards,
Kf it wasn't for an injured ankle,U would have beenmore,
When ho playslinebacker,ho.becomes oneof the lead ing
taeklerson thetea nt-lJaker calledtheshotsthisyearJdictating
when he did and did; not p1ay<Baker is tru oly playing in a
class by himsclfvQ 'I ;.

Charlotte Reece

Charlotte Rcecc'^l entered thisyear with the chance todo
some damage for tlie women's soccer team. In her three
previous scasonsat forward, sheamassed 37 points being the
scoring leader each year, was voted to the All-Maine team
three times, and w<is co-MVP her sophomore year. As a
senior co-captain , she was expected to lead her team on and
off the field.
And shedcliverecl, Shewasmoved fromherusual forward
position to halfback so she could handle the ball more and set
up more scoring chances. In that role, she knew she wouldn't
score as much as in her previous years, but she still was able
to net enough points -seven-tobecome Colby's third hi ghest
scorer ever. As a result,she was named second team All-New
England thisyear. Tlie statusofher fourth possible All-Maine
team selection is stlllundccidcd upon.
Recce has more tlitm defined the term "great player" and
she will be missed neat year. Whether the women's soccer
team can find a player of her caliber is still ;n question but her
legacy will remain for years to come.Q

